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The main result of this paper is the following generalization of 
[3, Theorem 11: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a jnite group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup P qf 
order p” for some prime p. Let P be a trivial intersection (t.i.) set. Assume that G 
has a sinzple nonsolvable Jordan-Holder constituent E with E $ PSL(2, p) alzd 
pf ! j E 1. Suppose that G has a faithful indecomposable representation R oj 
degree n < p t in a$eld of characteristic p. Then p # 2, R j P is indecomposable, 
C,(P) = P x Z(G), and R represents Z(G) by scalars. Fuvthernzore, z >, 
(213) p” - 1. 
This is a result of Feit’s when t = 1. The proof we give follows the same 
argument as Feit’s, except that first we have to calculate the tensor products 
of indecomposables of N where throughout this paper ?V is a finite group with 
a normal, cyclic Sylow p-subgroup P of order pt. These tensor products are 
given by Lemma 2.9 which uses the notation of Lemmas 2.7 and 2.5 where 
Lemma 2.5(i) may be taken as the definition of B(a, b). This is done by [3] 
and Cl] in the case where t = 1 with slight restrictions on N. It is also done 
inexplicitly by Srinivasan [S] for N = P and any t, but her answer is in terms 
of ranks of matrices. Our answer is only in terms of the multiplication table 
for H-modules where throughout this paper H is a p’-complement to P in N. 
Existence of H follows from Schur-Zassenhaus. 
1. CLASSIFICATION OF 773~ INDECOMPO~ABLE MODULES FOR N 
Again we are working over a field K of characteristic p. By module we mean 
finite-dimensional module. This classification of indecomposables of N is 
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done by Feit [3] when AJ is a Frobenius group with kernel P, and more 
generally by Blau [l] when H is abelian and our K is a splitting field for H. 
Apparently, the general classification was known by Dade, though I was 
unaware of this while working on the classification. A homomorphism exists 
from H to the multiplicative group of Z/p”Z sending h to the image in Z/p”2 
of the integer i where i is defined 
h-?xh = xi, U-1) 
where throughout this paper x is a fixed generator of P. If we replace i by 
its image in Z/pZ and then by a corresponding element in the prime field 
of K we get a K-representation 01 of H. 
In general we denote K-representations of H by Greek letters and write 
# + h and J,!IA for the representations corresponding to the direct sum and 
tensor product respectively of the modules corresponding to # and h. This 
notation is motivated by the correspondence between K-representations and 
complex characters of the $-group H. 
Our classification is contained in Lemma 1.2 following the preliminary 
Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M be a module foF N over the$eld K. Let Ann(x - I)’ = 
{v 1 v E IVI and v(x - I)’ = 0} where VI = v-for all v E M. Then. Ann(x - I)T 
is iv-invariant. Suppose that T > 1 and vr ,..., vs E Ann(x - I)’ have linearb 
ifzdependent images in Antl(x - I)r/Ann(x - 1)7-1. The72 vl(x - I),..., vS(x -I) 
have linearly independent images iTi Ann(x - I)‘-l/Ann(s - I)r-2. 
Jf, furthermore, the images oj- vr ,.,., V~ in. Ann(x - I)“/Ann(x - I)+1 
form a basis of an H-invariant space affording the representation A, then the 
images of vr(x - I),..., v,(x - I) irz Ann(x - I)T-l/Ann(x - I),+2 form a 
basis of an H-invariant space afloording the representation olh. 
Proof. Let the images of a, ,..., v, in Ann(x - I)r/Ann(x - I),-l be 
linearly independent. Clearly, the vi(x - I) lie in Ann(x - I)+l. Suppose 
zu = a,vr(x -I) + ... + a,v,(x -I) = 0 (mod Ann(x - I)T-e) for a,,..., a, E K. 
Then zu E Ann(x - I)‘-” and 
0 = .w(x - I)+* = (alvl + ... + a,vJ(x - I)‘r-l 
and alvl + ... + ap, E Ann(x - I)r-l. Then a, == ... = a, := 0 and the 
second statement of the lemma follows. 
Further suppose there are functions b,(h) from H to K such that for all 
h E H, 74 = EL1 bii(h) vj(mod Ann(x - I)‘-l). 
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Then replacing a(h) by an integer with image a(h), we have 
Vi@ - I)h = vih(Xm(7t) - I) 
ah-1 
5s qh(s - I) c xk 
k=O 
E zl [bij(h) 7+(x - Ij “(g ~“1 
SE i bij(h) Vj(X - I) “‘y I 
j-1 I,=@) 
= i a(h) bJh)[q(x - I)] (mod Ann(s - Q’-“), 
j=l 
which proves the last statement. 
Clearly Ann(x - I) is <x)-invariant. As z&(x - I)’ = ~(a+(~~-~) - I)‘h and 
(x - Iy divides (x *u-l) - I>‘, Ann(x - 1)1‘ is H-invariant, H<xj-invariant, 
and N-invariant. 
The following classification is also due to Dade. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let M be a nonzero N-module. Then 
(i) Szlppose that M is &decomposable, Tlze~z there exists 1 < k < pt 
afzd a?z irreducible K(H)-nzodule h so M(x - I)i = Ann(x .- Ijk-” SOY 
i = O,..., k and these are the onb submodules. Also, for i = O,..., k - 1, 
Ann(x - I)k-i I,/Ann(x - I)‘i-i-l IH is equivalent to &A. Also, if h 3zas 
degree WE, there exist vl ,..., v,inMsotheai(x-I)‘,i=l ,..., m;y=O ,..., k--l 
foun a basis of il. The parameters k and h are determined by M by M(x - I>” = 
0, M(x - I)k-l f 0 and h = (Bf/M(x - I)) jH . 
(ii) M is indecomposable if and only if (M/M(x - I)) IH is irreducible. 
(iii) For eaclz 1 < k < pt and irreducible K(H)-module h there is exac@ 
one z&decomposable K(N)- mo u e d I with parameters k and X and we caU th,ix 
module V,(A). (TIzis is a proitch in notatioti from [3] and [l] .zuheye X 6 
Ann(s - I) IH .) 
(ivf Vk(A) is projective if and only if k = ptD 
(v) Let II/I = @C$ rni(X,). Then 
(1.1) 
The [M/h+ - I)‘& f@r Y = pt - l,..., 0 defermine M= 
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Proof. Let &.I be a nonzero N-module. As K has characteristic p, 
(x - I)Dt = xpt - I = 0 and we may find k with 1 < k < pt so that 
M(x - Qk = 0 and M(x - I)‘i-l # 0. By Lemma 1.1 Ann(x - I)i is 
N-invariant for all j. By complete reducibility for the $-group H, there exist 
n(k) irreducible submodules V,, ,..., Vk;;,%tk, of M lH =- Ann(x - I)k jH =z 
Ann(.r -1)-l IH @ V,, @ ... 0 Vk,%ca) . For j = I,..., n(k) let vkjS, 
s = I,..., m(k,j) form a basis of J7kj. Then the images of the vILj8, s = l,..., 
m(k,j); j = I,..., n(k) in Ann(x - I)“/Ann(x - I)>I;-l form a basis of that 
quotient space. By Lemma 1.1, if k > 1, then the images of V&.X - I), 
s = l,..., m(k,j);j = l,..., n(k) in Ann(x - I)z:-l j,/Ann(x - 1)“-2 jH are the 
basis for I?,-, , an H-submodule of that quotient space equivalent to the 
H-module CIJ’~, @ ... @ CCJ’~,~(~;). Let T,, be the inverse image of R,, in 
Ann(r - I)‘+l. Then Tkel is H-invariant and by complete reducibility for H 
wemayfindn(k - l)( w h ere n( ) is the function started with a(k)) irreducible 
H-submodules V,-,,, ,..., V~-l,a(7z-1) of Ann(s -I)L-lsuch thatAnn(r -I)“-1 = 
T,-, @ F7k-l,l @ ... 0 Vk.-l,,z(x.--I) . For j = I ,..., n(k - 1) let v~-~,~,~, 
s = l,..., m(k - 1, j) form a basis of V,-,,j . As Ann(x - I)k-2 _C T,-, and 
the images of the vMS(x - I) (for j = l,..., n(k); s = I,..., m(k,j) is under- 
stood) in T,-,/Ann(x - 1)‘,-2 f o m a basis of that quotient space, we have r 
that the images of the v&x -1) and the v7C--l,i,s in Ann(x - I)k-l/Ann(x - I)“-s 
together form a basis of that quotient space, which considered as an H-module 
is equivalent to ,I/‘,, & n ... @ olli,,&) 6 Y&l,1 @ ... 0 V&l,n(s-l) . By 
Lemma 1.1, if k > 2 the images of the [Zl,z..js(*V - I)]($ - I) = Ukjs(X - 1)’ 
and v Ic _ l,j,S(x - I) in Ann(x - I)‘;-“/Ann(x - 1)“-3 are the basis for an H- 
submodule R,-, of that quotient space equivalent to 01~ J/‘,, @ ... @ CI~V~,~(~) @ 
~J77+-1,1 0 *.. @ CIV~-~,~(~-~) . Proceeding for j = 2 ,..., k - 1 for 
Ann(x - I)“-j/Ann(.r - I)r-j-l as we did for Ann(x - I)“-l/Ann(x - 1)“-2 
we find zlfjS(x-l)g, g = 0 ,..., f - 1; s = l,..., m(f,j); j = I,..., u(f); 
f = k,..., 1 such that the images of the v&x - I)g with f-g = e in 
Ann(x - I)“/Ann(x - I)@--1 form a basis of that quotient space for 
e = k,..., 1. As M = Ann(x - 1)” and (0 j = Ann(x - I)” all the vpj,(x - I)a 
form a basis of 114. For a set S of vectors we let (Sj be the K-space generated 
by S. Then for fixedf andj, since N = HP = H(s), 
(+.,(“Y -q-R /g = 0 ,...) f- 1; S q = I)..., m(f,j)) 
= (Vfjs 1 s = I,..., 4L MKE(x - 11) 
= Ve(K[(x - I)]) 
= F;j(K[X]) 
= ( I/,,I((HNW[4 
= VjjK(N). 
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Therefore, M is a direct sum of the N-submodules (;ufjs(x - I)g 1 g = O,..., 
f - 1; s = l,..., m(f,j)j forj = l,..., ~z(f);f = k ,..., 1. 
Suppose now that M is indecomposable. Then n(k) = 1 and n(k - 1) = 
. . . = n( 1) = 0. We may eliminate the subscripts f and j of ‘ufjs so our basis 
for Ill becomes z’,(x - 1)9, g = 0 ,..., k - 1; s = l,..., IYZ. Then the images of 
F,(X - I)jl+, s = I,..., BZ in Ann(x - I)e/Ann(x - 1),-l form a basis of 
that quotient space for e I= k - i, k - i - I,..., 1 and 0 < d < k. Therefore, 
the UJS - Ij7c-c, e = k - i ,..., 1; s .= l,...) m form a basis of Ann(r - I)JL-i 
and 
X(x - lji = (v,(x - 1)s 1 i < g, s = l,..., mj 
= (vs(.v - 1)g / i -(g < k - 1, s = I)..., mj 
= Ann(x - I)FCpi. 
Applying Lemma 1.1 successively for i = 0, l,..., k - I to the ZI,(X - I? with 
iinearly independent images generating an H-invariant space in 
Ann(x - I)Ji+i/Ann(x - 1):-i-l, we have Ann(x - 1)“~~ l,/Ann(.h: - I)k-iml iN 
is equivalent to 2h, where h is the irreducible module M i,/.Ann(x - QL-l Iii = 
M IHiM IN(.x - I). Let U b e any submodule of M. Choose i so that LT 2 
Ann(x - I)h’-i but U $ Ann(x - l)Jz-i-l. Then the image of U in the 
irreducible H-module Ann(x - I)L--i. /,/Ann(x - Ij’i-i-l is a nonzero and 
H-invariant submodule and must be the whole quotient module. Take 
or ,..., zu,, in CT so that their images in Ann(s - I)k-i/Ann(.z - I)“;+-r form 
a basis for that quotient space. Then by successive application of Lemma 1.1 
to U for g == O,..., k - i - 1 the w,(x -- I)Q, s = I,..., n have images in 
Ann,(s - I)i~-i-~/Annt,(x - I)“-i-“-l for ming a iinearly independent set. 
Then the eo,(x - Z)Y, g =: 0 ,..., k - i - 1; s == l,..., PZ form a linearI> 
independent set in Ann,(r - P)k--i and dim Ann(x -- I)“-” = (k - ;)nr < 
dim -4nn,(x .- I)JC-i < dim U so U = Ann(x - Ijkei and this proves that 
these are the only submodules of M. This completes the proof of (i)- 
Let 11$ = Ii, @ ... @ I;, for submodules dri I Then MjM(x - I) = 
n/r,(vl(.x -I) @ ‘.. pij ‘I/,(x - I)) = s;jr& - I) @ .~. (%i s’,y& - I). 
By (i) when M is indecomposable, (&I/M(x - l))IH is irreducible. The 
additivity of M/M(x - I) over direct summation proves (ii). 
Let X be an irreducible H-module and R = x” be the induced A’-module. 
If 7il )..., -L’,, form a basis for h we may take 2r@, g = 0 ,..., p’ -- 1; s = I,...: m 
to be a basis of R. As u,.xg = We + n,(xg--l + ... + 1)(x - I), h = <:nr ,..., .zrnj 
covers R/R(x - I) so R/R(x - I) is irreducible and equivalent to h and by 
(ii) R = h Jv is indecomposable. As dim R = pf dim h, R has parameters j, 
and pt. Now, let M be any nonzero indecomposable N-module. Let h and 
k be the parameters for M from (i) so that X is equivalent to VI , a submodule 
of ill lH complementing &1(x - I) lIi . Then by the universal mapping 
property of the induced module, there is an X homomorphism 4 from. h.v 
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onto the N-module T of M generated by VI . As I/, _C T and T does not lie 
in M(x - 1) = Ann(x - I)k-r the unique maximal submodule of M, 
T = M and 4 is onto M. As R = hN is indecomposable, by (ii) it is uniserial 
and the dimension K dim h of the image M determines the kernel to be 
Ann,(x - I)r’-k and M is determined to be equivalent to R/Ann(x - I)pt-k 
by its parameters. Conversely, R/Ann(x - I)pt-B is indecomposable by 
uniseriality of R. As it has parameters h and k, this proves (iii). 
By complete reducibility of the H-module K(H), K(H) is the sum of the 
irreducible H-modules, each with multiplicity at least one and K(N) = 
K(H)” = ,lrN @ ... @ h,“. This proves (iv) since ;\i” = V&hi). 
Let M = @CIzl V,J&). As both sides of (1.1) are additive over the 
direct sum, (1.1) need only be proved for indecomposable M. This follows 
from the series M 3 Ann(x - l)ni-l 3 ... 3 Ann(x - I)“, (i) and complete 
reducibility for H. 
Suppose that the summands V,,&) with ni > n are known. This is the 
case for n = pt as then there are none such. The contribution of VTLi(hi) to 
the right side of (1.1) f orr=n-lisOifni<n,Xiifn,=n,andisknown 
if ni > 11 as it is assumed that we know which such V#J there are for fzi > n. 
Therefore, we know by (1.1) ~:,j=, Xi and this determines the Vnt(hi) with 
ni = n. Doing this successively for n = pt, pt - I,..., 1 determines all the 
Vnz(hi) and completes the proof of (v) and Lemma 1.2. (It also proves KrulI- 
Schmidt for K(N) modules). 
2. CALCULATION OF V&i,) @ V,Jh,) 
The follovving lemma allows the reduction to the case h, and /\a are 1, the 
principal H-module. 
~~EMlVIA 2.1. k-k(l) @ Vr(X) = V&Q for 1 < K < pt. 
Proof. 14s in Lemma 1.2 (i), take bases V, v(x -I),..., ;L’(.x - 1)“~~ of 
Vfi(l) and zur ,..., zu,, of VI(h). As V,(A)(x - I) = 0, I/#) has x in its kernel 
and 
(u(x - r)i @ WJ(X - I) = v(x - I)ix @ wj” - v(x - ry 0 wj 
= v(x - I)‘+1 @ .q . 
Therefore, 
ii,(l) 0 I/l(A)/( V,(l) 0 V,(h))(x -1) = I6(1) 0 v,(W~~(l)(x - 1) 0 Vr@) 
= (fr,(lWk(l)(X - 0 0 Vl(4 
= Vl(1) 0 Vl@) 
= V,(h). 
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As T,;(h) IN = X, by Lemma 1.2 (i) V,C(l) @ VI(h) is indecomposable and 
is equivalent to V,(h) for h and some Y. Then r dim X = dim V,(X) = 
dim k,(l) ,@ l;(X) = K dim h so r = K. This proves Lemma 2.1. 
We now study Vi&(l) (3 Vb(l) where 1 < a < b < pt. As in Lemma 1.2 [i) 
take bases G, V(X - Z),..., V(,X - I),-1 of V,(l) and W, zo(.z ~- I),.,., zu(x - Zjb-l 
of Vb(l). Fork = O,..., a + b - 2 we define a subspace l%‘k of V&l) @ rY7b(l) 
by 
By Lemma 1.2 (i) 
[VJI)(x - Z)i/V,(l)(x - Z)ifl-] lu = [Ann(x - Z)a-i/Ann(x - Zj-“-7 Iti 
=: olq z &. 
This and the similar fact for V,(l) shows that for lz E H 
(7J(x - zy @ w(x - Z)‘)lz 
= u(x - I)% @ zu(N - I)% 
E d(h)$x - Z)i @ w(x - Z)jh (mod V’,(l)(x - I)“+1 @ Yb( 1)(x - Z)j) 
E ~li(lzjc(x - Z)i 0 d(h)zu(x - Z>j (mod V,(l j(.y - Z>i @ Fti(lj(r - Z>j,-1) 
= cYyz)(u(x - zy @ w(x - Z)i). (2.2) 
If i +j = k, then 
LrO( l)(.~ - Z)“l @ Vb(l)(x - Z)j and VC(l)(x - Z)i @ rg(l)(x - 1)“’ 
lie in Wki, . As the V(X - Z)i @ zu(x - Z)j -7~ blth i + j = k cover W~/W7+r , 
by (2.2) we can show inductively that the KI, I K = n + b - 2,..., 1, 0 are 
H-invariant. llso by (2.2), [WJW~+J jH is &homogeneous so 
As x is an invertible transformation on P-Jr) we may replace the basis 
v(x - zji @ zu(x - zy, i = f,f + l)...) a - 1 of r;,(l)@ - Z)f @ (20(x - ZjQ 
by V(X - Z)‘X’ @! ZU(X - Zy, i = f, f + l,..., a - 1. AS Z/,(1>@ - Z)s = 
@x!zi (W(X - ZjQ, doing the preceding sentence fori = g,g + I,..., b - I 
we get a basis .u(x -Zj%j @ zu(x -Z)j, i =f, f+ I?~..,a - I; j =g, 
g + I,..., b - 1 for V,(l)(x - Z)f @ V,(l)(x - Z)S. Define 
ejj=@(~-ZI)ixjO.~(~-ZI)j, i=O ,..., a-1; j=O :..., b-1. (2.4j 
Then letting g = f = 0 we have that the eij are a basis for r,(1) @ Vb(lj. 
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Also, 
Define 
D, = (eij / i + j -L kj, K = o,..., n+t3--2. 
Then 
IV, =- 1 D,r ) k = o,..., afh-2, 
r>li 
and D, covers FVa/JVk+l .
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Let qj = eig = 0 for all i, j, f > a, g > 6. Then 
eij(x -I) = (7(x -Z)Gd @ w(x -Z)i)(w -I) 
= V(X -Z)ixjs @ ZU(X --I)& - V(X -I)%9 @ W(X -Z)j 
= 2(x -z)i~~-filg [.ZU(IV -z)i+l + W(X -I>j] - V(X -1)&j @ W(X -I>’ 
= o(x-I)W~~ @ W(X-I)j+l + [~@-Z)~d+l-- V(X-Z)i.S] @ W(X-Z)j 
= v(~ -zp+l 0 W(X -z)i+l + TI(X -I)~+?$ @ W(X -Z)j 
= ei,j+l + ef+l,j . (2.7) 
Let the binomial coefficient (3 = 0 if s < 0 or s > P. We may prove by induction 
e& - Z)” = s$o (:j ei+s,j+i.-s 
In fact, assuming (2.8) for I, we have 
eij(x - Z)‘+l = (eij(x - Z)‘)(x - Z) 
= i. (1) ei+s,i++s(X - 4 
= C (:j ei+s,j+r--s+l + C(l) e.i+s+1,5+T--s 
= i (:)ei+s,i+r-s+l + i if: 1) ei+f,j+r-f-t1 
s 
= 1 [(J + (, L 1)1 ei+s,j+r--si-l 
= i (’ ? l) ei+s,j+r--s+l - 
s 
(2.9) 
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Here our unspecified ranges for sums are over all integers. By our conventions 
we may replace the sum in (2.8) by the sum over all integers s, or alternatively, 
overallintegerswithO<s<r,i+s<a,j+r--<bb. 
BY (2.8) 
D,(x - I)r 2 D,;,, for 0 < K < K + i’ < a + b - 2. (2,lO) 
Define 
Im(;,j) = Di(x -I)+, Im(-1,j) = 0 for 0 < i <j < a + b - 2 (2.11) 
Then Im(i,j) C Dj . We can now prove 
EEMMA 2.2 (i) Dim D, = k + 1 for k = o,..., a - 1 
DimD, = n for K = a - I,..., b - 1 
DimD,==a+b-b-ljork:=b-l,...,a+b-2 
(ii) The map (x - I) from D, to D,+l is injective for k = O,..., 
a - 2, bijectizle for k = a - l,..., b - 2, ad wjective for k = b - I,..., 
a-b-3. 
Proof. As the eij form a basis, (i) follows from a < b and (2.5). 
Suppose that 0 < k < a - 2 and y = j& c.iei,,-i E Dli (: ker(x - I). 
Then by (2.8) 
0 = y(x - I) = coeo,k+l + (co f cl) elk t- (cl + c2) e,,,-, + ... 
+ bl + c7J ekl + ckejc+l.Q 
and cs = 0, co + ci = 0, ci = 0, ci + cp = 0, c, = 0 ,... so )’ = 0 and 
D, n ker(x - I) = 0. 
Suppose that a - 1 < k < b - 2 and y = ~~~~ cdei,p-i E D, n ker(x - I). 
Then 
0 = coeo.k+l + (co + cl)eljz + (cl + cp)e2,k-l + ... + (kg f ca--nkn-2,k--a+3 
+ k-2 + %-1) %-1,7c+n+2 
Then ca = 0, co + ci = 0, ci = 0 ,..., and y = 0 and D, n ker(x - 1) = 0. 
Suppose that b - 1 < R < a + b - 3 and 
Then 
sib-2 
yz c ciei-b+l,7c-i+b-l E D, n ker(x - I). 
&7&x 
0 = (ck + ck+l) eL-bi-z,b-1 + (ck+1 + Ck+2) %-b+3,b-2 + .‘. 
+ (c,+~-~ + cut-b-d ea-l,k--a+2 . 
48r/30/123-13 
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Then cli+r = -cB , ck+z = -&+I == Ck , ck+s = -c,<+e - -c, ,... and 
dim D, n ker(x - I) < 1. As dim D,,, = dim D, - 1, this completes 
the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
The following preliminary lemma calculates VJl) (8 Vb(l) in terms of 
ranks of linear transformations (x - 1>i from D, to Dk+< . These can be 
interpreted as p-ranks of the corresponding matrices. However, these matrices 
are different from the ones in Srinivasan’s similar calculation [S]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 1 ,( a < b <pt. Then 
(i) There exists a function d(k) so that for 0 < k < a - 1 
Im(k - 1, i) - Im(k, i) fog d(k) < i < a + b - 2 and 
dim(Im(k, i)/Im(k - 1, i)) = 1 for k < i 6 d(k) (2.12) 
(ii) d(k) is a bijection from (0 ,..., a - l> to {b - I,..., a + b - 21. 
(iii) T/‘,(l) @ V,(l) = @ Cl1: Vd(k~-k+l(a’i), and 
(iv) Dim(Im(k, i)) = j(j 1 0 < j < k and d(j) > i}l for 0 < k < 
a-l <a+b-2aalzdk<i. 
Proof. For 0 < k < a suppose we have found.fi E Di, pij = fi(x - I)j-” E Di 
for j = i,..., d(i), d(x - l)l+d’i)-i q = 0, and d(i) > b - 1 for 0 < i < k. 
Further suppose that S, = {gij 1 j = s> is a linearly independent subset of D, 
forO<s<a+b-2.AsO<i<kfb-1 <d(i),jS,lj=IS,I=k 
and by Lemma 2.2 (i) we may take y E D, - (S,). By Lemma 2.2 (i) and (ii), 
dim(D,/Im(k - 1, k)) = I. S’ mce for Y -2 k, Im(k - 1, Y) = D&x -I)r-(a-l) = 
(D&X -1))(x --1),-k = (Im(k - 1, k))(x -Iy-k, and Im(k, r) = D,(a - I)r-k, 
dim(Im(k, r)!Im(k - 1, Y)) = 0 orl.IfIm(k,~)=Im(k-l,r)andr<u< 
a + b - 2 then Im(k, u) = D,(x - Z)~~-~~ = (Dk(z - I)‘-k)(x - I),-T = 
Im(k, r)(x - 1),-r = Im(k - 1, Y)(X - 1),-r = Im(k - 1, u), so we may 
find d(k) as in (2.12). Then we may let w =31(x -I)l+d’k)-L E Im(k, 1 + d(k)) = 
Im(k - 1, 1 + d(k)) and w = x(x - l)a+d(“)-k for some z E DI;-, . Let f& = 
y - .z(x - I). Then fk(x - 1)1+“(k)-” = w - w = 0. As 1 SfiWl 1 = A = 
dim D,-, , we have z E <S,-,> and x(x - I) E <S,;>. Then fk E D, - s<S,>. 
AS / Sk 1 = k, dim<&, fk> = k + 1 : dim Db , and Dk = (S, ,f&. 
Suppose that fk(x - l)s--lc E (S,j for some k -<, s < d(k). Then Im(k, s) = 
D,(x - I)s-k - <S, , f& - 1)s--L = (S,) + (f&x - I)s-k) = (8,) = 
(S,-r~>(x - I)s-“+l == D,,(x - I)‘-‘+l = Im(k - 1, s), contrary to (2.12). 
As f& - I)l+d(“‘-‘i = () and the map (x - I)“-l-k from D, to D,, is 
injective, d(k) > b - 1. Finally define gri = fk(x - l)j-” E Dj for 
j = k,..., d(k), and redefine S,=(gii]j=s} for O.<s<a+b--2 by 
replacing 0 f i < k by 0 < i < k f 1. Then S, is a linearly independent 
set in D, . As the old S, had k elements, the new S, with fk adjoined has 
k + 1 =: dim D, elements and is a basis of SI, . 
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We continue the above process until it has finally been carried out for 
k = a - 1. As (gij} never decreased, and for 0 < k < a at the kth point 
D, = (S,), we also have D, = (S,) at the end. By Lemma 2.2 (ii) for 
a - 1 < i < a + h - 2, Im(a - 1, zj = Di as (x - I)“ea+r is surjective 
from D,-, to Di . Then for i > a - 1 
<Si> 1 <S,-,)(x - I)i-n+l = D,& - I)++l = Di . 
Therefore, gij = lJt!i-” S, is a basis of VG(l) @ V&l). Letting S,++, = 4: 
then for i = 6 - l,..., a + b - 2 by Lemma 2.2 (i) 
1 = dim D, - dim Di+l = ) S, j - ! Si+l ) 
= I@ I 44 3 ill - ijk I d(k) 3 i + l>l 
= I(k 1 d(k) = ;}I. 
Therefore, d(k) is a bijection from (0 ,..., n - l> to (b - l,..., a f 5 - 2) and 
(ii) is proved. By (2.12) if k < i 
dim(Im(k, i)) = i [dim(Im(j, i)) - dim(Im(j - 1, i))l 
.i=O 
for 0 < k < n - 1 < n + b - 2 which proves (iv!. 
We now calculate Ann(x - I>’ for I’ = pt - l,..., 0. Thegzj =jz(x - I)i-i, 
j = i ,..., d(i); i = 0 ,..., a - 1 are a basis for JTCl(lj @ V,(l). Since 
a-1 d(i) 
fi(X - I)l+dci)-i = 0, 1 2 nijg,; E Ann(x - 1)1’ 
i-0 j+ 
if and only if 
n-l d(i) s=1 d(i)-r 
O = C 2 (“iifi(x - Wi)(“V - I>’ = x C aijgi’r:,i+r. 
(2.13) 
j-0 $2 i=O j=i 
As the gi,+. are distinct basis vectors, (2.13) holds if and only if 
Ujj = 0 for i < j < d(i) - 7; i = O,..., a - 1. (2.14) 
Let M = V,(l) @ Vb(l) = cE:f” D, . With Et;, as in (2.6) we let + be the 
natural homomorphism N ’ -+ M/Ann(x - I)p. As [$(WCj/+( Fti,+rj] lH is a 
homomorphic image of [W,/W,+J lH which by (2.3) is &homogeneous 
[+(TV~)/$(W~+r)]lH = [dim+(W~)-dim+(WP+,)]& for k 4 O,..., a + b - 2. 
(2.15) 
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Let 
and 
Y,. = (gfj j i <j < d(i) - Y; i = O,..., U - 1) 
x, = {gij 1 d(i) - Y < j < d(i); i = o,..., a - 1) = (g& - Y, . 
Then by (2.13) the elements of X,. are in the kernel of C# and images of the 
elements of Yr under 9 form a basis for 4(M). As W, = (gij lj > k), 
dim#(J’,) = j(gij jj > K; i <<i < d(i) - r; i = O,..., a - l}/. Then 
dim+(Jirk) - dim#(J?‘k+,) = /{jgii jj = k; i <j < d(i) - r; i= O,..., a -1}1 
Cl-1 
= 2 'zzk ' (2.16) 
where we fix P and let din = 1 if i < k < d(i) - r and dib = 0 otherwise. 
By the series M/Ann(x - I)’ = +(JJTO) > $(JYi) >_ ... 2 $(Wa+b-l) = 0, 
(2.15), (2.16), and complete reducibility for H we have 
[M/Ann(x - IT] IH = “5” (y d,,] 01~ 
k-0 i=O 
a--lailJ--2 





If in Lemma 1.2 (v) we had taken M = @ Cyzi ~~a(i)-i+r(~i), then the right 
side of (1.1) would be the same as the bottom line of (2.17). Therefore, by 
Lemma 1.2 (v), vG(l) @ Tib( 1) = @ Cr’l JTduPi+r(Oli). This completes the 
proof of Lemma 2.3. 
It will turn out that the calculation of ri-,,(X,) @ ;V#,) follows from 
Lemma 2.1 and 2.3 once we have performed this calculation in the case 
N = P. Therefore, we temporarily restrict ourselves to the case H = (l>, 
and we let J’, = V,(l). 
We now calculate J/, @ Jrb where 1 < a < b < pt and either a - 1 or 
6 - 1 is a power q of p. We adopt the following notation for modules: 
+ means 0, V, - V, is the 0 module, andjvr, = V, + ... + V, j times. 
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L~nnvm 2.4. (i) Va @ V, = Vb+l + V,-, where b > 1, p T b. 
(ii) V, 18 Vb = 2V,for p 1 b. 
(iii) l’,,, 0 ~-a,+, = v~a+l)wi + (d - 1) Vi(c7flh + V(n+1k? -t 
(4 - d - 11 r;,, + V(a--l)u+d where q > 1 is a power of p, nq + d > q + 1, 
O<d<q,p+‘a+l,andp{a. 
(iv) va+, 0 li,,+a = (d + 1) V(cc+l)u -+ (Q - d - 1) Vu, i- Vcn-lis+s 
where q > 1 is a power of p, nq + d > q + 1, 0 < d < q, andp 1 a + 1 
(3 r/,+1 0 ~71w+a = Ti(,+l)a+a + (d - 1) Vca+liu + (4 - d + 1) p-an 
whereq> lisapowerofp,aq+d>q+l,O<d<qandp~a. 
(vi) VQ+r @ V, = Vg+d +(d- 1) VQwhereq > 1 isapowercfqafld 
O<d<q. 
(Actually (iii),..., ( vi are valid for q = 1 and cover (i) and (ii). Throughout ) 
this paper, the results and proofs for the case q > I are valid, but obscure 
for the case q = 1, so we include the case q = 1 as an example.) 
Proof. The proof constantly requires the knowledge of when the binomial 
coefficient (;) is divisible by p for 0 < j < i. Write i and j to the base p: i = 
i,pr f ir-lprP1 + . ..+i.,,j=j,pr+-..+j,,withO,(i, <p,O<j,<p 
for K = O,..., r. Then in the field K of characteristic p: 
i (f, 
ys = (y + l)i = (y + ljGqy + l)i,dl . . . (y + l)i” 
L=O 
= (y"? + l)i' --* (y + 1p 
= (5 g, yb’J . . . (Z. (2) y”“) 
&=O I 
(2.18) 
by our convention that (t) = 0 unless 0 < b < a. The well known con- 
sequence of (2.18) is 
(j) = (i) .a- (k) (modp) 
and 
(2.19) 
i ( 1 j +O(modp)ifandonlyifj.<i j.- Ci- i <i,. , 1 r , , 1 1 r lY"'9.0 \ (2.20) 
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Similarly, for q a power ofp and O<j<q, O<m<q, O<i, O<k, 
(y + l)iqfj = (yp + l)i(y + l>” implies 
(2.21) 
Actually, (2.19) and (2.20) are needed only to show that (“i’) + 0 for i = O,..., 
q - 1 asisclearby (y + 1)4-r = (y + l)*/(y + 1) = (y* + l)/(y + 1) = 
y”-l-yya-2+yP-3L . . . + 1. 
By Lemma 2.3 (iii) if b 3 2, va 0 V, = vd~,-,)+r + vd(r) . By (2.8) 
%& - I)b = (3 el,b-l = bel,b-l . If p 7 b, Im(O,6) f (O), d(0) = b, d( 1) = 
b - 1 by Lemma 2.3 (ii), and (i) follows. If p / b, Im(0, b) = (0), d(0) < b, 
d(0) = b - 1, d(1) = b, and (ii) follows. 
We now use (2.8) and Lemma 2.3 to calculate l/,+r @ V,,,, where q > 1 
isapowerofp,O<d~q,p~a+l,andp~aunlessa=O.Inthecase 
a = 0, read the following through (2.24) and transpose the two subscripts of 
all the e’s. This is valid because the system of equations (2.8) remains 
invariant under transposing the subscripts of all the e’s. By (2.Q 
e,,(x _ I)(W-l)*+d-1 - _ (a+l)q+d--1 ( !I ) ep,aq+a-l . 
BY @‘3), 
( (a+l)qg+d-- ‘) E (” 7 ‘) + 0 (modp). 
Then Im(0, (a + 1) q + d - 1) # (0) and 
d(0) = (a + 1) q + d - 1. 
For 0 < Y < d - 1 and 0 <j < r, by (2.8) and (2.21) 
(2.22) 
ej,l;j(x - I)(@+lhq = (2:” (‘” ‘k “‘) %k,r-j+(a+l)q-a 
= (a + 1) ej+q,r--i+ag 
sincefork=O,r-j+(a+l)q-k=(r-j)+(a+l)q>aq+q>aq+d 
and for k > q, j + k > j + q > q in either event ej+k,7...j+(a+l)4-k = 0. Also, 
ej+n,r-3+clq = 0 unless j + q < q and j = 0 so ej,,+(x - l)ca+l)* E (e,,,,,,), 
Qe - 4 (a+l)q = (e,,,,,,) and dim Im(r, r + (a + 1)q) = 1. Suppose that 
1 <r<d-l.AsIm(O,(a+ l)q+d-l)#(O),Im(r-l,r+(a+ l)q)+(O), 
Im(r, r + (a + 1)q) = Im(r - 1, Y + (a + l)q), and 
d(r) -c r + (a + l)q (2.23) 
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by (2.12). However, for 1 < r < d - 1 and 0 <j < I 
hflh-1 
e,,.(x - I) (a+l)Q-l = z. (‘” + x” - ‘) ek,r+(a+l)n-l-k 1 
The term ((~$!$il) er+q-d,aq+d-l -r -C 0 since 0 < T + q - d < q - 1, 
(‘ACHY;‘) f 0 by (2.20), 0 < r + q - d < q, and 0 < ap + d - I < 
aq + d - 1. Therefore, e&x - l)(afl)“-l $ (eQ,.r+aQ-l), Im(r, r + (a + l)q - 1) Q 
(e,,r+,,-r> = Im(r - I, Y + (a + 1)q - l), and d(r) >, I’ i- (a + 1)q - I 
by (2.12). Together with (2.23) this shows that 
d(r) = T + (a + 1)q - 1 for l<r<d--1. (2.24) 
For a = 0, the above with the subscripts of all the e’s transposed shows by 
Lemma 2.3 that 
l’d @ Ti,+l = Vki+lh+d--l--Ofl f l<;d-l ET~+(n+l)s-1-M = I/b+d + td - I) v”ci ’ 
., 
This proves (vi). We may now assume that a > 1 and aq -t d > q + I. 
In the case d = q, by Lemma 2.3(ii), (2.22) and (2.24) force d(q) = 
(a f I)q - 1 so by Lemma 2.3 (iii) when d = q 
= J’(n+1h+4-1-o+*  c ~-r+(o+lh-l--r+l  ~T(a )Q-l--u+l l<Pq-1 
= ~(a+1)a+s + (4 - l)~(n+*)n  I’“, 
= ~kI+1)q+q + (Q - l)J/r(n+l)n + ~-Ca+l)a-P  (4-Q - 1)1/Tnn + F! -1)n+a 3 
which proves (iii) in this case. Therefore, we may now assume a > 1 and 
0 < d < q. By (2.8) forj = 0 ,..., d 
ejvdej(x - I)(@+1)4-d-l = 5 (‘” + l’qk- d - ‘) ej+k,d-j+(n+l)o-d-l-fi. (2.25) 
i-0 
The sum in (2.25) may be taken overj + k ,( q, d-j + (a + 1)q - d - 1 -K < 
aq+d- 1; that is q-j-d<k<q-j. Letting i=k-q+j+d 
we have for j = O,..., d 
ej,d-j(x - I)(n+l’4-d-l = i (@g+_‘!tf-< ‘) eq-d+i.aq+d-&l . (2.26) 
i=O 
By (2.21) the matrix of coefficients in (2.26) has its i = d, j = 0 lower left 
corner entry equal to (aqt4;B-1) = (1”) = a + 0 and other entries equal to 
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(,~&~j) which is 1 f 0 forj = i + 1 and 0 forj < i. Therefore, this matrix, 
except for a nonzero lower left corner entry is strictly upper diagonal with all 
superdiagonal entries equal to 1. This d by d matrix has nonzero determinant 
and the corresponding linear transformation has rank d. Then 
dim(Im(d, (u + 1)q - 1)) = d > dim D,-, > dim(Im(d - 1, (CZ + I)q - 1) 
so by (2.12) d(d) > (a + 1)q - 1. However, by Lemma 2.3 (ii), (2.22), and 
(2.24), d(d) < (a + 1)s -- 1. Therefore, 
d(d) = (a + 1)q - 1. (2.27) 
Ford+l,(r<q--landO<j<r-lby(2.8) 
ej+& - p = & (“k”) ej+k,r-i-.i+oq--li . (2.28) 
The sum in (2.28) may also be taken overj + K < q, r - 1 - j + aq - k < 
apfd-1 or r-j-d<k<q-j. In this range for K, by (2.21), 
(~~)=Ounlessk=Oork=q.Whenk=O,j+k=j<~-l<q-2. 
When k = q, j = 0 and j + k = q. Therefore, the coefficient of e,-l,(,,.+(,Z-l), 
in (2.28) is 0. As 0 < Y + (a - 1)q < q - 1 + (a: - 1)s < aq + d - 1, 
e,-r,,+(,-i), is a basis vector of D,-,+,, . On the other hand, for 0 < j < T 
f?j,r-.j(X - I)aq-l = z: (“9 k ‘) ei+k,r-j+aq-l-k - (2.29) 
The coefficient of e,-,,,+(,-,), in (2.29) is (2~;) + 0 by (2.21) and (2.20) 
since j < 1’ < q - 1. Therefore, Im(r, r + uq - 1) # Im(r - 1, r + uq - 1) 
so by (2.12) d(y) > 1’ + uq - 1. Then by Lemma 2.3 (ii), (2.22), (2.24), and 
(2.27), we have successively that 
d(r) = r + up - 1 for r=q-l,q-2 ,..., d+l. (2.30) 
Finally, by Lemma 2.3 (ii), (2.22), (2.24), (2.27), and (2.30) we have 
d(q) = up + d - 1 (2.31) 
Then by Lemma 2.3 (iii), (2.22), (2.24) (2.27), (2.30), and (2.31) 
n-1 
lr7*+1 0 va,+, = ~7h+lh+d-l--O+l + z1 ~T+(o+l)e--l--r+1 + ~-h+l)~-l-a+l 
Q-l 
+ c ~7r+an-l--r.+l + ~an+d-l-u+1 
.r=d+l 
which proves (iii). 
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Now, suppose that q > 1 is a power of p, 0 < d < q, q + I < aq + d, 
and p ( a. The above argument for the case p Y a -k 1, p Y a is still valid 
through (2.25) so (2.22) and (2.24) are still valid and we may assume 0 < d < q. 
We use (2.28) and (2.29) for d < T < q. Now when k = q, (y) ES (54) = a s 0 
by (2.21), so the only nonzero coefficients in (2.28) come from k = 0 and 
then j + k = j < Y - 1 < q - 1. Then the coefficient of ea,r+(a-i)a-l in 
(2.28) is 0. As 0 < Y + (a - 1)q - 1 < q + (u - 1)q - 1 < aq -i d - I, 
e,,,.+(,-r),-r is a basis vector of Dr--l+an . On the other hand, the coefficient of 
e,,?.+k-lk-l with j = 1 < d < r in (2.29) is (az::) = (z:i) + 0 since 
j < r < q. Therefore, Im(r, Y + aq - 1) + Im(r - I, 7 + nq - I) so by 
(2.12) d(r) > r + aq - 1. Then by Lemma 2.3 (ii), (2.22) and (2.24), we have 
successively that 
d(r) = T + aq - 1 for P = q, q - l,..., d 
Then by Lemma 2.3 (iii), (2.22), (2.24), and (2.32) 
(2.32) 
d-l 
1.'-4+1 0 si,,,, = ~h+l)n+d-l--of1 + c F'-T+(a+l)q-l-r.+l -+ 
r=1 
which proves (v). 
Now suppose that q > 1 is a power ofp, 0 < d < q, q + 1 < aq + aT and 
pIa+l.ForO<r.<d-landO<j<? 
ej,+j(x - Ip+l)Q = (2.32’) 
where the sum may be taken over j + k < q, T - j + (a + 1)q - k < 
aq + d - 1 or Y - j + q - d + 1 < k .< q - j. In this range (cail)e) s 0 
by (2.21) since (“:rj*) = (‘car) 2 a f 1 E 0. Therefore, by (2.32’) 
Im(l-, Y -1 (a + 1)~) = (0). (2.33) 
This proves by (2.12) 
d(r) -c y + (a + l)q for O<:r<d-1. (2.34) 
By Lemma 3.2 (ii), (2.34) . IS immediate for Y = d. On the other hand, for 
O<r<d 
The term 




%,,.+(a+1)4--1-u + 0 
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since 0 < 4 < 4, 0 < Y + (a + 1)~ - 1 - q -G ap + d - 1, and by (2.21) 
( 
‘(a 4 l>cl - 1 = a _ u =f- 0 
4 I-0 1 t * 
Then Im(r, Y + (n -t 1)q - 1) # (0). Then by (2.33) Im(r, Y + (a + l)q - l)+ 
Im(r - 1, Y + (a + 1)q - 1) and by (2.12) 
d(r) 3 1’ + (a + l)q - 1 for 0 < r < d. 
Combining (2.34) with its following comment and (2.36), we have 
(2.36) 
d(r) = r + (a + I)q - 1 for 0 < r < d. (2.37) 
This proves (iv) if d = q so we may assume 0 < d < q. With (2.37) replacing 
(2.22), (2.24), and (2.27) the argument after (2.27) up to and including (2.31) 
is valid so we have (2.30) and (2.31) which together with (2.37) by Lemma 2.3 
(iii) show 
JT',+l 0 l/,,,d = i 
Q-l 
~r+h+l)Q-l-~r+l t c VT+au-l-r+1 + ~ra*+d-l-Q+1 > 
r=O r=&k1 
which proves (iv). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
In the following our sets are sets with nonnegative multiplicities where 
union adds multiplicities and difference subtracts multiplicities. For a and 6 
integers with a > 0 we define the set S(a, 6) by the following equivalent 
equations 
qu, 6) = (6 - a + 1, 6 - a + 3 )..., 6 + a - 3,b + a - 11, (2.38) 
S(a, 6) = the set of a points uniformly spaces two units apart 
with the center of mass at 6, (2.39) 
S(a, 6) = {c j j c - 6 1 < a and c = a + 6 + I (mod 2)). (2.40) 
For a and 6 integers with a > 1 we also define sets &a, 6) and B(a, 6) 
recursively on s where pS+l > a > pS (ifs = 0 allow a = 1). Let A(0, 6) = 
B(O,6) be the null set. The significance of B(a, 6) is that for 1 < a ,( 6, 
B(u, 6) is the set of subscripts for summands of I”, @ V, . We let q = p”. 
Ifs =Ooru = Odefine 
A(u, 6) = ,S(u, 6) (2.41) 
Take c so that cp ,< 6 < (c + 1)~. Take the points in A(u, 6) less than cp 
and the reflections of these points about cp (all of which lie in A(u, 6) since 
reflection moves points an even distance and the center 6 of A(u, 6) is as large 
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as c$) and move these points and their reflections to cp. Also, take the points 
in A(a, 6) greater than (c + 1)p and their reflections about (c f 1)~ and 
move all these points to (c + 1)~. Call the new set (multiplicities count) 
T and define 
B(a, 6) = T. (2.42) 
Note that for cp < d < (c -+ 1) p the reflections 2cp - d and 2(c + 1) p - d 
of d about cp and (c + 1) p respectively couid not both lie in A(a, 6) as then 
by (2.40) 
2p = 1(2cp - d) - (2(c + 1)p - d)l < j(2cp - d) - 6 j 
+ 1(2(c$ l)p-(q-61 <a+a<2p, 
so there is no ambiguity as to whether a point should be moved to cp or 
(c + 1)~. Also, when p j 6, R(a, 6) consists of 6 with multiplicity a, so our 
definition does not depend on choice of c. 
If T is a set of distinct integers cj with multiplicity lnj , j E J define 
Bloom(T) = u S(mj , cj). (2.43) 
iE.l 
As we define A(a, 6) and @a, 6) we simultaneousIy verify that they have the 
following properties where p*+l > a >, 1: 
(i) Bloom(A(u, 6)) = BIoom(B(u, 6)) = S(u, 6). (2.44) 
In particular 
j ,4(u, b)! = 1 Bloom(B(a, b))] = a and (2.45) 
! B(u, b)! = 1 Bloom(B(n, b))! = a. (2.46) 
(ii) Let U be a translation or reflection of the real line which takes 
integers divisible by p”+r to integers divisible by ps+l. Then 
wqa, 6)) = 4, U(b)) and U(B(u, 6)) = B(u, U(b)) (2.47) 
(iii) If cpSfl < 6 < (c + l)pS+l and m, and m, are the multiplicities 
of cps+l and (c + 1)p s+l, respectively in Bfu, b), then 
m1 = max(O, cpS+l - 6 + Q) and ma = max(O, 6 + a - (c + l)pS+t) (2.48) 
and if e E B(a, b), then cpJ+l < e < (c + l)ps+l. (2.49) 
For s = 0 (i) is true since the points conglomerated at f = cp or (c + 1) p 
to become f with multiplicity m (which we call m(f)) are S(m,f). Also, 
(ii) follows as U(S(u, 6)) = S(a, (U(6)) and the points of conglomeration for 
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S(a, U(b)) are the translates or reflections of the points of conglomeration for 
S(a, b). Finally, (iii) is true since (2.48) g ives the number of conglomerated 
points. 
We now assume that A(a, b) and B(a, b) have been defined for p(S-l)+l > 
a > 1 satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) where s - 1 is the s of (i), (ii), and (iii). 
We now show that with @-l)+l 3 a > 1, 4(a, 6) and B(a, b) satisfy (i), (ii), 
and (iii) where s is the s of (i), (ii), and (iii). As translations and reflections 
taking integers divisible by p S+t to themselves also take integers divisible by 
pS to themselves, the validity of (ii) with s replaced by s - 1 for ~(~-l)+r > 
a 3 1 implies the validity of (ii) for s being s. Also for cpSfl ,( c’p” ,< b < 
(c’ + 1)~” < (c + l)pS+l and ~(~-l)+r 2 a > 1, if cpS+l < c’pS then 
cps+~-6+a,(c’p~-ps-b+a~c’pS-6~O~dif(c’+I)pS<(c+l)pS+~ 
thenb+a-(c+I)pS+l~~++-(c’+l)pS-pps<b-(c’~-I)pS~O 
so here the validity of (iii) with s replaced by s - 1 implies the validity of (iii) 
for s being itself. 
We now define a(a, 6) and B(a, b) for psfl 3 a > p”. Let Q = pS, 
n=cq+d,andb=eq+fwhereO~d~qandO,<f<q.Define 
A(u, b) = A(cq + d, eq +f) 
= W, (e - c)q + f) U (q - .f - We - c + l)d U 
B(d,(e--+2)q--f)u(f-dd){(e--++2)q}u 
B(d, (e - c + 2)q + f) u (q - f - d)((e - c + 3)2} u es. U 
B(d, iq + f) u (q - f - d){(i + l)ql u B(d, @’ + 37 - f) u 
(f-d){(i+2)q)uB(d,(i+2)q+f)u...u 
(f - We + CM u W (e + 44 + f), (2.50) 
wherei-e-cce+c(mod2). 
We now calculate (2.50) when q / 6 and show that the result is independent 
of whether we write b = eq + 0 or b = (e - l)q + 4. By (2.49) with s + 1 
replaced by s (for which (2.49) is true by our induction hypothesis) if 4 ! g 
then all points of B(d, g) equal p. This point g occurs with multiplicity d in 
B(d,g) by (2.46) which is true for d by the induction hypothesis. Then by 
(2.50) forf = 0: 
4,b) = 4cp + 4 ep + 0) 
= d((e - c)q) u (q - d){(e - c + 1)~) U d{(e - c + 2)q) U 
(-d){(e - c f 2)q) u d{(e - c + 2)q) U -0. 
= d((e - c>> u (4 - d){(e - c + 1)~) u 
(d + C--d) + d)((e - c + 2)2) u e-0 
=d((e-c)p)U(q-d){(e-c+l)q}ud{(e-c+2)q)u...U 
4@ + 47~ (2.51) 
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By (2.50) for f = q 
A(a, 6) = A(cq + d, (e - l)q + q) 
= d((e - 1 - c)q + q} U (q - q - d){(e - 1 - c + ljqj U 
d{(e - 1 -- c + 2)q - qj U (q - d)((e -- 1 - c tm 2)~) U 
d{(e - 1 - c + 2)q + 4) u (q - q - d){(e - I - c + 3)q’, U 
d{(e-l-c+4)q-q}U-.* 
= (d - d + d)((e - c)qj U (y - d)((e - c + 1)q) U 
(d - d + d)((e - C + 2)qj U .** 
which is the same result as (2.51). 
(2.52 
Now we calculate (2.50) when q j a and show that the result is independent 
of whether we write a = cq + 0 or a = (c - 1)q + q. By definition B(O,g) 
is empty, so for d = 0: 
A(a, bj = A(cq + 0, eq + f) 
= (q - f){(e - c + l)qj U f((e - c + 2-k) U (4 - fH(e - c + 3jgj 
u ... Uf((e + cjq}. (2.53) 
By (2.48) if cq < g < (c + ljq then cq - g $~ q = (c + 1)q - g is the 
multiplicity of cq in B(q, g) and g + q - (c + ljq = g - cq is the multi- 
plicity of (c + 1)q in B(q, g). As [(c + 1)q - g] + [g - cq] = q = i B(q, g)l 
by (2.46), cq and (c + 1)q are the only points in R(q, g). Therefore, cq <g < 
(c + 1)q implies 
%z? $3 = NC + l)q - g)@d u (P - CMC + l)nb 
Then by (2.50): 
(2.54) 
A@, 4 = 4 - l)q + 4, eq + fj 
= [(4 -fNe - (c - 1M UfHe - Cc - 1) + 1Ml U 
(4 -f - q){(e - (c - 1) + l)q) U INe - (c - 1) + 2 - l)d 
u (4 -fHe - (c - 1) + 2kIlU (f- 4)B - (c - 1) f %I U 
[(q - f)@ - (c - 1) + 2)qI u fib - (c - 1) -t 3jqIl U ... U 
k -fX@ + @ - l)M Uf{(e + Cc - 1) + 1Ml 
= (4 - fN(e - c + 1 M U fi(e - c + 2jqI U 67 - fMe - c + 3jq) 
u ... Ufi(e + CM, (2.55) 
which is the same as (2.53). Therefore, (2.50) is well defined since when q j a, 
it does not matter in (2.50) whether we take d = 0 or q, and when q ] b, it 
does not matter whether we takef = 0 or q. 
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Iff - d < 0 then by (iii) the largest point in B(d, (i + 2)q - f) in (2.50) 
is (i+ 2)q and has multiplicity d-f and the smallest point in B(d, (i + 2)q + f) 
is (; + 2)q and has multiplicity d -f. The (f - d){(i + 2)q) in the middle 
of these two B terms in (2.50) cancels one of these copies, so that 
Bloom[B(d, (i + 2)p -f)) u (f - d){(i + 2)q> u B(d, (i + 2)q + f)] is a string 
of points uniformly spaced two apart whose smallest point is the smallest 
point of Bloom(B(d, (i f 2)q - f)) and w h ose largest point is the largest 
point of Bloom(B(d, (i + 2)q + J)). Replacing f by q -f and i by i - 1, 
we see that the similar thing happens at (i + 1)p if q -f - d < 0. 
Now, suppose thatf- d > 0. Then by (i) and (2.40) 
Bloom(B(4 (i + 2)q -f)) = S(d, (i + 2)~ -f> 
={rI(i+2)q-f-ddr<(i+2)q-f+d 
and Y = d + (i -I- 2)q -f + 1 (mod 2)). (2.56) 
Also, 
Bloom(B(d, (i + 2)q + f) = S(d, (i + 2)q t f) 
=(r/(i+2)q+f-d<r<((i+2)q+f+d 
and Y = d+(i + 2)q + f + l(mod 2)). (2.57) 
By (2.43) and (2.40) 
Bloom((f - d)((i + 2)q)) = S(f - d, (; + 2)q) 
={rj(i+2)q-f+d<r<(i+2)q+f-d 
and Y = (i + 2)q + f - d + I(mod 2)). (2.58) 
Together (2.56), (2.57) and (2.58) h s ow that Bloom(B(d, (i + 2)q - f) u 
(f - d)l(i + 2)q) u Bl oom(B(d, (i + 2)q + f )) is a string of points uniformly 
spaced two apart whose smallest point is the smallest point of 
Bloom(B(d, (i + 2)p - f) and whose largest point is the largest point of 
Bloom(B(d, (i + 2)q + f). Replacing f by q -f and i by i +- 1, we see that 
the similar thing happens at (i + 1)q if q - f - d > 0. In (2.50) the B terms 
have points lying in consecutive intervals of length q which intersect only at 
the boundary. The above argument shows that the terms in (2.50) between the 
B terms fix up what happens at these boundaries and as the left hand endpoint 
of Bloom(B(d, (e - c)q + f)) = S(d, (e - c)q + f) as given by (2.40) is 
(e-c)q+f-d=(eq+f)-(cq+d) and the right hand endpoint of 
Bloom(B(d, (e + c)q + f)) = S(d, (e -t c)q + f) as given by (2.40) is 
(e + c)q +f+ d = (ep +f) -t (cq + d) 
Bloom(A(cq + 4 eq + f)) = S(cp i 4 eq + f) (2.59) 
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(This is less clear when d = 0 and the B terms vanish but in this case d can 
be taken to be q by rewriting a). 
By (ii) for n < p” we see that a translation of b by a multiple ofps translates 
the terms of (2.50) and A(a, b). Also the reflection b 4 -b = -eq -f = 
(-e - l)q + (q -f) reflects the terms of (2.50) and writes them in the 
reverse order. As these operations generate all translations and reflections 
taking points divisible by ps to points divisible by ps and this set of operations 
includes all translations and reflections which take points divisible by p”+l 
to points divisible by ps+i, (ii) follows for A. 
We now define B(a, b) for ps+r > a > p” = 4. Take a so that cps+l < 
b = eq + f < (c + 1) p”+l. We shall modify -4(a, b) to get B(a, b). The 
(g - d)(liq) terms, where g = f or q -f, that occur in (2.50) are symmetric 
about cpps+l except that they may run farther on one side than the other. The 
parameters g of the B(d, g) terms in (2.50) are symmetric about cps-l except 
that they may run farther on one side than the other. By (ii) where U is the 
reflection about cpa+l, if g, and g, are symmetric about cpSf’-, then the sets 
B(d, g,) and B(d, ga) are symmetric about cps+r. Thus, the symmetric terms 
about @i-i in (2.50) may be paired off until we run out of terms on one side 
and still have the next term (g - d){iq} and others left on the other side 
(Call this the second side. If the term {cpstl} does not occur in (2.50) consider 
all the terms of (2.50) as left on this second side.) If g - d is positive then 
(2.56), (2.57), and (2.58) show that the union of the terms still left after 
pairing only give points on the second side of the union of the paired (including 
the (cps+l) term) terms. Even ifg - d < 0 in the first left out term (g - dj(iq) 
it cancels points ;q in the next left out term, a B term. If the term (g - dj 
(cp”+l] does not occur in (2.50) then applying (iii) to the B terms in (2.50) 
we have either x .< cps+r for all x E /!(a, b) or .X > cpafl for all x E A(n, bj. 
This way we see that by (2.50) 
A(a, b) = R u T, (2.60) 
where R is a set symmetric about cps+l and T is a set which lies to the right 
of R (all point in T are greater than all points in R) and (@fr) or left of R 
and {cp”+l>. By (2.59) Bloom(J(a, b)) = s(a, b) so S(a, bj and A(a, bj have b 
as center of mass, and as cps+l ’ + b, T lies to the right of R. Similarly, 
A(u, b) = R’ n T’, (2.61) 
where R’ is symmetric about (c + 1)p J+l and T’ lies to the left of R’ and 
{(c f I)p”+l>. For a set Y let diam Y be the difference of the largest and 
smallest points of Y. Then by (i) and (2.40) 
diam A(a, b) < diam Bloom(A(a, b)) = diam S(a, b) < 2a < 2ps+l (2.02) 
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Suppose that x E R n R’. The reflection 2cps-t1 - x of x about cpb+l lies in 
R _C kl(a, b) and the reflection 2(c + l)ps+r - x of x about (c + l)ps+r lies 
in R’ C A(a, 6) so (2(c + l)ps+l - x) - (2cps+r - x) = 2ps+r contradicts 
(2.62). Therefore, R and R’ are disjoint and R’ C T. Letting W = T - R’ 
we have 
A@, b) = R u W u R (2.63) 
where R lies to the left of IV and R’ and is symmetric about CP$+~; R’ lies to 
the right of R and TV and is symmetric about (c + 1) ps+l; and IV lies strictly 
between (cpsm”> and {(c $~ l)p”+l>. Th ere ore, f we can replace the pairs of 
symmetric points in A(a, 1p) about cpS+l by 2{cps+} and do the same at 
(c + 1) psi-1 without these two replacements interfering with each other, 
and so define: 
B(a, b) = ] R 1 (cp”“} u Wu 1 R’ 1 ((c + l)p”+l). (2.64) 
When b equals cp”+l or (c + 1)p s+l, T or T’ respectively is empty as b is 
the center of mass of -4(a, b). Then in (2.64) 
B(a, b) = a{b} (2.65) 
so (2.64) does not depend on choice of c. As Bloom(d(a, 6)) = &‘(a, b), 
Bloom(R) is a sequence of points spaced two apart and Bloom(J R j {cps+‘}) =
S(l R 1, cp”+‘) = Bloom(R) since R is symmetric about @+I. Similarly, 
Bloom(j R’ 1 {(c + 1) p”+‘>) = Bl oom(R’). Then Bloom(B(a, 6)) = 
Bloom(d(a, B)) = s(a, b) and (i) f 0 11 ows. If U is a translation or reflection 
fixing the sets of points divisible bypsmi-1 then the analogue for U(b) to cps+l < 
b < (c + l)ps+l is the inequality U(cp”+l) < U(b) < U((c -I- 1) p”+r) or its 
reverse. As U(B(a, B)) is the set U(d(a, b)) = a(a, U(b)) altered by 
conglomeration at U(cp”+l) and U((c + I)p”+l), and this conglomerated 
set is B(a, U(b)), we have U(i(B(a, b)) := B(a, U(b)) which proves (ii). 
Equation (2.49) of (iii) fo!lows immediately from (2.64). When R is non- 
empty, then by (2.38) and (2.44) cps+l- ] R I= -1 + min(Bloom(l R I(cpsfl))) = 
-1 + min(Bloom(B(a, b)) = - 1 -1 min(S(a, 6)) = b - a where for k’ a set 
min(Y) is the smallest point in Ii. Therefore, 1 R ) = cpsfl - b + a. 
Suppose R is empty. Then min(B(a, b)) > cpJ+l by (2.64). Also min(,4(n, b)) > 
cpSfl by (2.60). To finish proving the first half of (2.48) we need show that 
cp”+r - b + a < 0, so suppose that cpSfl - b + a > 0. In (2.50) with 
0 < d < 4, min(A(a, h)) = min(B(d, (e - c)q +f)) since even if this point 
is canceled by the (2 -f + d){(e - c + 1)q) term, it is recontributed by the 
B(d, e - c + 2)q -f) terms, as seen by the discussion in the paragraph 
before the one including (2.56). As (e - c)p + f is the center of mass of 
B(d, (e - ck +fh 
(e - c)q + f > min(B(d, (e - c)q + f)) = min(=2(n, b)) > cps+l. 




and cp( p”) < (e - c)q +J^ < (cp + 1)~“. Then by (2.48) applied to 
Bjd, (e - c)q + f) (as allowed by the induction hypothesis) 
(cp)( p”) - ((e - c)q + f) + d = cpfi+l - b + a > 0 
implies (cp) pS E B(d, (e - cjq + f). Then cpS+r E a(a, b), a contradiction. 
Let U be the reflection of the real line transposing cp”+l and (c + 1) pS~l. 
Then by (ii) and the first equation of (2.48), the multiplicity of (c + I) pScl 
in B(a, b) equals the multiplicity of cpS+l in U(B(a, b)) = B(a, U(b)) equals 
max(O, cpscl - U(b) + a) equals max(O, cp”+l - [cjF+l + (c + l)p”+r - b] + a) 
equals max(O, b + a - (c + 1) psfl), w rc completes the proof of (iii). h’ h 
Having well defmed ~.!(a, b) and B(a, b) by (2.50) and (2.64) and verified 
(i), (ii), and (iii) we now calculate B(34, 108) for p = 5 as an example. Let 
rem(x, y) be the integer z such that 0 < x < y and y divides x - x. As 
4 = rem(34, 5) and 3 = rem(108, 5) we calculate 
A(4,3) = S(4,3) = {0,2,4, 6f 
by (2.41). By (2.42), 
B(4, 3) = (0) w (2) u 2(5). 
As 9 = rem(34, 25) and 8 = rem(108,25) we calculate B(9, 8). In (2.50) 
the first term is B(4, (1 - 1)5 .+ 3) = B(4, 3) = (0) u (2: u 2{5}. The next 
B term in (2.50) B(4, (1 - 1 + 2)5 - 3) = B(4, 7) can be calculated by 
reflecting B(4, 3) about 5 by (ii) to get 2(5) U (81 U (10). As g -f - n = 
5 - 3 - rl = -2, we have 2 so far where 2 = {Oj u (2) u 2{5) u (8) u (10). 
The fifth, sixth, and seventh terms come from translating 2 by 10. The 
non-B terms in (2.50) may be calculated by (2.44) which implies that if x andy 
have positive multiplicities m, and ~71~~ in A(a, b) and no points between x 
and y occur in A(a, b), then m, $ nz2, = / 6 - a 1. This allows us to first 
throw in translates and a half of 2 by multiples of 10 and use this principle 
to correct the multiplicities of multiples of 5 in -$(a, b). The number of 
translates we take conveniently comes from (2.44) and (2.40) (or by (2.45)). 
Therefore, 
A(9, 8) = (Oj u (2) u 2{5} u (8) u {lo> u (12) u 2(15) (2.66) 
As 0 < 9 < 25 and all points in (2.66) lie between 0 and 25, B(9,8) = B(9, 8). 
481/30/183-14 
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In (2.50) the first term for A(34, 108) is B(9, (4 - 1)25 + 8) = B(9, 83) and 
is gotten by (ii) by translating the points of B(9, 8) by 75 to get 
B(9, 83) = (75) u (77) u 2{80} u (83) u (85) u {87} u 2{90). 
More terms are added to the above to get a set T by reflection about 100 and 
filling in a multiples of (100) as d escribed by our previous rule (or given by 
the second term in (2.50)). Then we throw in part of a translate of T by 50 
and correct the { 125) term. Proceeding in this way we get 
A(34, 108) = (75) u (77) u 2{80} u (83) u (85) u (87) u 2(90} u 8{100} u 
2{110} u (113) u (115) u (117) u 2{120} u (123) u {125) u 
(127) u 2{130) u (133) u (135) u (137) u 2{140}. 
Then as 0 < 108 ,( 125, in (2.63) R = 4, R’ = 2{1 IO> U {113} U **- U 2{140) 
and IV = (75) u ... u 8(100}. Then by (2.64) 
B(34,108) = (75) u (77) u 2(80} u (83) u (85) u (87) u 2{90) u 8(100) 
u 17{125}. (2.67) 
The 17 is most easily gotten by the fact that the coefficients in (2.67) of 100 
and 125 total 125 - 100 = 25. 
The following lemma gives the multiplicities of points in B(a, 6) for 
1 ,( a ,( 6 explicitly, but it is still faster to calculate B(a, 6) by the above 
technique. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let ps+l > a > pS (;f s = 0 allow a = l), a < 6, a = 
USPS + Us-lps-l+ ... + U,p" where a,,, = 0, 0 < Ui <p for i = O,...,S 
and a7 ad = p, then aiPl = aiPe = a.. = a, = 0. Let 
6 = ba+&+l + 6,~” + ... + 6,p” 
where 6,+1 > 0, 0 < 6, < p for i = 0 ,..., s, and ;f bi = p for some Z’ < S, 
then biel = bien = ... = 6, = 0. Let c = c,+~P~+~ + c,pS + ... j- cop0 
where cSfl > 0; 0 < ci < p for i = O,..., s; k = s if pS+l / c and otherwise 
take k so that c~+~ f 0 and ck = ckml = ... = co = 0 (k “uy be -1). Our 
conventions are a-, = b-, = c-, = 0. Let us = a.@’ + ... + U, , vi = 
Bipi + ... + 6, , and wi = rem(c, ,i+l) = cipi + ... -t co . Let g and h be 
the multiplicities of c in B(u, 6) and A(a, 6) respectively. Then 




w, if c,+~ = a,,, + bsfl (mod 2) 
P s+l - wo, z~c,+~ = asfl + bsfl + 1 (mod 2) 
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If ps+” - 5, < 1 21, + v, - p s+l j o~ X, < / vs - us j, theng = 0; (2.69.~) 
Otherwise, let 
jrem(x, , p”) ;f [xS - rem(x, , pS)]/pS = a, + B, (mod 2) 
x,-l = \ ps - rem(x, , p”) if [xs - rem(x, ,P~)]/P” = a, + b, + 1 (mod 2) 
lfps - xSP1 < 1 U,-~ + v,-1 - ps I or xSPl < I vSml - u,-~ I, theng = 0; 
(2.69.~ - lj 
Otherwise, let 
rem(x,-, , ps-l)j/ps-l = a,-, + b,-, (mod 2) 
if [xsml - rem(x,-, ,pS-l)j/pS-l = aSA + b,-, + 1 (mod 2) 
Jfps-1 - x”,-~ < 1 uSPz + vShe - ps-l j OY x,-~ < j vSe2 - uSmB j theng = 0; 
(2.69.~ - 2) 
Ifp’;‘” - xk+l < j u7c+l + vk+l - p”+’ / or xk+l < 1 vk+l - ukfl 1 then g = 0; 
(2.69.k + 1) 
Otherwise, let 
rem(xk+l ,p”+‘) = 0 
xX: = 
1 
if [xkfl - rem(xk,, , piC+l )j/~‘~-l = ak+l + b,,, (mod 2) 
p"H - rem(xk+l,pk+l) = p"+l 
;f [xk - rem(xp+l , p k+l)j/pk+l E a,+, + b,,, $~ 1 (mod 2j 
Ifx,==p~il-l,theng=/uk+vk-p~:+1I.Ifx,=O,theng=/v,--u,j. 
(2.70) 
(If k = s, then the lines including and below (2.69.~) and above (2.70) me omitted.) 
(ii) Starting with the second sen.tence “Let b = bs+lps+l + .w.” and 
through the end of (i) replace s by s - 1 andg by h. Then the h given by the IEZU 
(i) is the rnzdtiplicity of c ilz .4(a, b). 
(iii) Iz calculating B(a, b) ( ) . t 21 i zssi vaz i weonl’_vrequirepS+l>a> 1 Z-d f 
instead of ps+l 3 a > p”. That is, $A Y > s, we may replace s by Y and rewrite 
the expansions of a, b, and c so that they follow the expansion rules with r replacing 
s, and then the calculations it1 (i) give the same set as bej-ore. 
(;v) If p’ divides a OF b, the?1 pr / c for all c E B(a, b). 
Proof. If p = 0 all parts are clear by (2.68). In (i), (ii), and (iii} of Lemma 
2.5, (2.68) follows from (2.44) and (2.40) so we may assume / c -- b i < a and 
b - pS+l < b - a < c < b + a < b + pS+l. (2.71) 
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We now show that (i) follows from (ii). Now 
bs.tlps+l ,< b ,( (b,,, + 1) pO+l. (2.72) 
In this paragraph we only need pstl > a 3 1 rather than psi-l > a > ps. 
Supp~~:-;$ 9 C=ih;b yrl);+’ ~p~~+r / c and by (2.71) and (2.72) 
bs,,P Sfl 
If c = bs+#fl, then bG+(2.71) 
s+l so c = bs+lps+l or (b,,, + l)p”+l. 
b,+,p s+l - b + a = c - b + a > 0 so by 
(2.72) and (2.48),g = bsflpSfl - b + a = -v, + a = u, - v, = [ v, - usI = 
1 vk - uk 1 verifying (2.70) as 2~‘~ == x, = w, = 0 since c,+t = b,+l = 
a,+, + bsfl . If c = (b,,, + I)ps+l, then by (2.71) 6 + a - (b,,, + l)psfl = 
6 + a - c > 0 so by (2.72) and (2.48), g = b + a - (bstl + l)ps+l = 
a + V~ - ps+l = U, + V, - ps+l = / u, + v, - ps+l 1 verifying (2.70) as 
xk = x, = p3+l - w, = ps+l since cs+r = b +l==aa,,,+b,+,+l.Now, s+l 
suppose that k < s. Then p”+lf c and in (2.64) g is the multiplicity of c 
(not the “c” of (2.64); the “c” of (2.64) is b,,,) in IV. By (2.63), (2.64), 
(2.44), and (2.40), counting multiplicities 
~7 = {,z 1 x E A(a, b) and bs+lps+l + I R I < 2 < (b,+, + l)P’+l- I R’ I> (2.73) 
Even if p” 3 a, (2.64) with the cpSfl of (2.64) replaced by bs+#fl is still 
valid by (2.49) f i we let IV be the points of B(a, b) strictly between bsflpS+l 
and (b,,-, + l)p”+l and let j R 1 and I R’ I be calculated by (2.48). Regardless 
of whether ps > a or ps < a, if B(a, b) replaces Ja, b) in (2.73), (2.73) 
becomes valid. Let X be the set of points c satisfying (2.71), Y be the set of 
points c satisfying either of the hypotheses in (2.69.s) and Z be the set of 
points x satisfying the inequality in (2.73). We show 
and 
X=(Xn Y)u(XnZ) (2.74) 
(Xn Y)n(XnZ)==# (2.75) 
In verifying (2.74) and (2.75) all points c are assumed to lie in X, Then by 
(2.71) c,+r = b,+l - 1, bsfl , or bstl + 1 in which cases, as asfl = 0, 
X8 = P s+l - w, ) w, , and psfl - w, , respectively. 
In the first case by (2.71) b - a < c < bsflpsfl, c $ Z, and U, - o, = 
a - (b - bs+lps+l) > 0. Also, 
x, -p s+l - w, =p~+l - (c - c,+~P~+~) <ps+l - [b - a - (b,,, - l)p”+l] 
= 24, - vs = 1 24, - v, [, 
and the second hypothesis of (2.69.s) holds so c E Y. In the third case by 
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(2.71), B + a > c > (b,,, + l)ps+r, c 6 2, and u, + ZI, - p”+r = a + b - 
h,lP s+l - ps+l > 0. Also, 
P s+1 - x, = w, = c - C,+lps+l < 6 + a - (b,,, + l)ps+l = u, + v, - ps+l 
= / 24, + vu, - ps+l 1 
and the first hypothesis of (2.69.~) holds so c E Y. In the second case c,+r = 
b s+l, bs+lps+l < c < (bB+r + l)ps+l, and x, = w, = c - c,+#+r = c - bsflps+r. 
Suppose c satisfies the first inequality in (2.69.~). Then with e defined by the 
following equality, 
-e 1 ps+1 - b - a + bsflpS+l < ps-L1 - c + b,+lpsfl = ps+l - xs 
< [n+b-bb,+lpS+l-ppS+lI = jej (2.76) 
so e > 0, and by (2.48) j R’ I = e, and c > (b,,, $ l)p”‘l - e by the above 
inequality, so c 6 2. Suppose c satisfies the second inequality in (2.69-s). 
Then with f defined by the following inequality, 
-f = 6 - a - bsflps+l < c - bs+lps+l = x, < 1 b - bs,.lpSA1 - a 1 = 1 -j-i 
(2.77) 
so f > 0, and by (2.48) I R j = f, and c < bstlps+r +-f by the above 
inequality, so c $2. Now suppose that c C$ Y. Then in (2.76) and (2.77), 
< is replaced by >. When e > 0, 
c < (b,,, + l)ps+l - e = (b,,, + l)ps+l - / R’ j. 
When e < 0, by (2.48) ] R’ I = 0, and by the left inequality in (2.76) 
c < (b,,, + l)ps+i + e < (b,,, + l)ps+r = (b,,, + l)ps+l - / R’ I. When 
f 3 0, c > bsflpSfl + f = bsflpSfl + 1 R I. Whenf < 0 by (2.48) ] R I = 0, 
and by the left inequality in (2.77) c > bsflps+l -f > f~~+~psfl = b,+lpsfl + 
I R 1. In any event c E 2 and this concludes the proof of (2.74) and (2.75). 
Regardless of whether p” < a or p” > a we have (2.64) and if c E Y, then 
as k < s, (2.69.~) sets g = 0. If this is incorrect then g > 0 and since 
ps+’ 7 c, bSflpSfl < c < (b,,, + l)pgfl by (2.49). If c < c?~+#+~ + 1 R /, then 
by (2.40), the contribution of Bloom(1 R j (b,+#+r) u g(c}) to the interval of 
integers in [bs+lps+-l-, bs+rpSfl + ] R I] contradicts (2.44). If 
c b VJ,+~ + l)p’+l- I R’ i 
then by (2.40), the contribution of Bloom(g(c} u / R’ 1 (b,,, + l)~~+~>) to 
the interval of integers in [(b,,, + l)ps+r - I R’ ii (6,,, + l)ps+r] contradicts 
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(2.44). Then by (2.73), c E 2 contrary to (2.75). As pSzl +’ c, this shows by 
(2.74) that g given in (i) is correct unless 
k <s, CEZ, and 6s+lps+1 < c < (b,,, + l)pS+l.’ (2.78) 
Now assume that ps+l > a > ps. We may assume k <s and CEX- Y 
otherwise, we have shown that the g given by (i) is correct. Then by (2.74), 
c E 2. As c $ Y, the calculation in (i) skips by (2.69.~). By (2.78) c,+~ = b,,, = 
as+1 + h+, > so by the definition of x, above (2.69.s), x, = w, . Relative to 
s’ = s - 1 replacing s as in (ii), 6 = (b,,p + 6,)~~ + ... + 6,pa and 
c = (cS+rp + c,)pS + ... + cop0 are permissible expansions for 6 and c in 
Lemma 2.5, so 6,-r ,..., 6, may be taken the same relative to s and s’. As 
k < S, k is the same relative to s’ as it is relative to s. Now, rem(x, , pS) = 
rem(w, , ps) = c,~P~-~ + ... + cop0 = wSml and [xS - rem(x, , pe)]/pS = 
(w, - wJps = c,ps/p8 = c, . Then the definition for xSel before s was 
replaced by s’ is since c,+~ = b,,, 
x,1 = 
I 
WS-1 if cs+lp + c, = a, + 6,+,p + 6, (mod 2), 
ps - w,-1 if G+~P + c, = a, + b,+,p + 6, + 1 (mod 29, 
which is exactly the same as the definition for x, above (2.69.~) becomes after 
s’ = s - 1 replaces s. Therefore, in the case of c E 2, the rule given for g 
in (i) is the same as starting with the definition for x,-~ given by the definition 
for x, after s is replaced by s - 1 everywhere. However, this is the same as 
replacing s by s - 1 throughout (i) and starting at the top of (i). Therefore, 
for c E 2 and k < s, g is the same as the 6 given in (ii). However, by (2.63) 
and (2.64) counting multiplicities 
{s I z E A(a, 6) and 6s+lps+1 + I R / < x < (b,,, + l)pS+l - I R’ I} = W 
= {x ] z E B(a, 6) and 6S+lps+1 + 1 R 1 < z < (b,,, + l)ps+r - 1 R’ I} 
so the multiplicity of c in A(a, 6) is the same as its multiplicity in B(a, 6) 
and (i) follows from (ii). 
We now prove (ii) by induction on s. Actually, as we are proving (i), (ii) and 
(iii) simultaneously, we may apply our induction hypothesis to (i), (ii), or (iii). 
Suppose that s = 0. Then the calculation in (ii) uses (i) where s = 0 is 
replaced everywhere by s = - 1. Also, in Lemma 2.5 k = s = -1 (as s is 
replaced by s - 1 there also for (ii) sincep-l+l 1 c.) Then by the interpretation 
in the last line of (i), the lines including and below (2.69.~) and above (2.70) 
are omitted. As the first sentence of Lemma 2.5 holds with s = 0 we have 
a, = 0, and a = aopO. dfter this sentence, s is replaced by -1 so 6 = 6,p” 
and c = cope. If 1 c - 6 1 > n, g = 0 by (2.68) so suppose / c - 6 1 < a. 
Then zc_, = w-l = 0 if c = cmlfl = u-,+~ + 6-,+l = a + 6 (mod 2) and 
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+ zzz p-l+1 - up1 = 1 if c s a + b + 1 (mod 2). In the second case, 
x,=x_,=1=p-1+1andby(2.70),g=Iu_,+v_,-p-1+~/=/O+0-1~=1. 
In the first case, xB = x-r = 0 and g = 1 z1-r - u-r [ = i 0 - 0 / = 0 by 
(2.70). Therefore, g = 1 if / c - b 1 < a and c = a + b + 1 (mod 2), and 
g = 0 otherwise. This verifies Lemma 2.5(ii) when s = 0 by (2.41) and (2.40). 
For s > 0, A(u, b) = A(cq + d, eq + f) is given by (2.50). We let 
T= i, [B(d,(t,-c+fi)q+f)u(q-d-f){(e-c+l + w71 
?I=--m 
u B(d, (e - c + 2 + 223 q - f) u (f - d){(e - c + 2 + 2i)q)] 
(2.79) 
be the set gotten by extending the expression in (2.50) on the left and right. 
By the same argument in the paragraph containing (2.56) applied to T instead 
of k&z, b) 
E;loom(T) = {i 1 j = a + b + 1 (mod 2)). (2.80) 
By the same argument for some interval 1, A(a, b) is the set of points of T 
lying in I since al. worst the term U of (2.79) adjoined most immediately to 
the left of (2.50) cancels the left most point and its multiplicity in the term on 
the left in (2.50), but in this case it is recontributed by the term in (2.79) 
to the left of U. Then by (2.44), (2.40), and (2.80) we see that we can take I 
to be (b - a, b $- a). This shows that h = 0 if 1 c - b j 3 a and -verifies 
(2.68) as altered for (ii). Therefore, we may assume / c - b i < n in which 
case h is the multiplicity of c in (2.79). Replacing s by s - 1 after the first 
sentence in Lemma 2.5, we have a = nspS f u,-i , b = b,p” + 7.~~~ r and 
C = E, f zu-r (we now capitalize C to distinguish if from the c of (2.50)). 
Also, u,-r , zj,-r, and e~‘,-r are between 0 and q = pS, and EU,-~ < pS. In 
(2.50) we take c = a,, d = zc,-i , e = b, , and f = useI . For (ii) the line 
below (2.68) has s replaced by s - 1. Suppose we are in its first case so 
x-1 = zu+r and L’, = a, + b, (mod 2). If w,-r = 0, which is exactly the case 
in which k = s -- 1, then C = c,ps = (a, + b, + 2j)q = (c + e C 2j)q = 
(e - c + 2 + 2i:lq for some j and i. This corresponds to the term 
(f - d)((e - c -+ 2 + 2i)q) in (2.79) which is the only place (e - c -+ 2 + 2z)q 
occurs in (2.79) it’f - d is nonnegative. If f - d = 0, this term cancels one 
of the (d - f)((e - c + 2 + 2i)q) contributions from adjacent B terms in 
(2.79), so in any event the multiplicity of C = (e - c + 2 + 2i)q in T is 
which is the same 12 as stipulated by (2.70). In the case w,-r # 0, C = 
c,ps + zu,-, = (a, + b, + 2j)q + wsdI = (c + e + 2j)q + wspl = 
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(e - c + 2i)p + ‘zu,-~ for some i and j. By (2.49) applied to p+l)+l > d, the 
multiplicity of C in T is the multiplicity of C in B(d, (e - c + 2239 + f). 
By (2.47) applied to $J--l)+l > d and U the translation by (e - c + 2i)p - q, 
this is the multiplicity of C - ((e - c + 2i)q - q) = q + w,-, in B(d, q +f). 
If w,i < 1 f - d 1 then h = 0 since as in (2.81) the multiplicity of 
(e-c+2i)qinTis/f-d[andifh>O,thenBloom(lf-d[((e-c+2i)q}~ 
h(C)) contradicts (2.80). Similarly, h = 0 if ps - w,+r < 1 q - f - d 1 since 
as in (2.81) j q -f - d I is the multiplicity of (e - c + 1 + 2i)p in T. This 
proves (2.69.~ - 1) as x,-i = w,-~ and we may assume 1 f - d I < w,~ < q - 
1 q - f - d j, so j wu,-i - f I < d. Asp+l)+l > d, we may by Lemma 2.5(iii) 
(which can be used here by our induction hypothesis so that we may use s - 1 
rather than r with pr+l > d > pT to play the role of s in (i)) use our induction 
hypothesis to use (i) with s - 1 playing the role of s to calculate the multiplicity 
h of 4 + w,-~ in WC 4 + f 1. As I(4 + 4 - (4 +f >I = I ws-l -f I < 4 
(2.68) is passed by. Now, d = aS-lpS-l + ... + a&O, q + f = 1 ‘ps + ba--lps-l 
+ ... + b,p”, and q + w,-r = 1 . ps + ~,-rp’-~ + ... + cop0 are legitimate 
expansions for Lemma 2.5 for our analogues for a, b, and C. Then in this 
calculation x,-r = w,-i as 1 = 0 + 1 (mod 2). As a,-, ,..., a, and b,-, ,..., 6, play 
the same roles in the expansions for a and d, and for b and q + f, repectively, 
the calculation in (i) for the multiplicity of q + ws+r in B(d, q + f) is the 
same as the calculation of the multiplicity of C in Ju, b) by (ii) (where s - 1 
replaces s in (i)) when we start at (2.69.~ - 1). This verifies (ii) in this case. 
Now, suppose that we are in the second case in the line below (2.68) with 
s - 1 replacing s so x,-i = psP1+l - w s--l = q - w,-, and c, = a, + b, + 1 
(mod 2) so c, = (e - c + 1 + 2i)q for some i. If w,-i = 0, exactly the case 
inwhichk=s-I, thenxSP1=ps==pk+r, C=(e-c+l++++O 
andasin(2.81),h = lq-f--d1 =~~~-~+zl,~~--p~~ = Iz++z~~-p~I 
which is the same h as stipulated by (2.70). Now, assume w-r f 0. By (2.49) 
applied to p(spl)+l > d, the multiplicity of C in T is the multiplicity of 
C = (e - c + 1 + 2i)q + w,-i in B(d, (e - c + 2 + 2i)q - f). Applying 
(2.47) to ~(~--l)+l 3 d where U is the reflection transposing (e - c + 1 + 2i)p 
and (e - c + 2 + 2i)q, this is the multiplicity of (e - c + 1 + 2i)q + (q - w,-r) 
inB(d,(e-c+l+22i)q+f). Th e argument now proceeds exactly as in 
the former case xsP1 = m,-, where we replace w,-r by q - w,-i and 
e - c + 2i by e - c + 1 + 22’ everywhere. This concludes the proof of (ii). 
In proving (iii) we need only show that if ps+l > a, then we get the same 
result in Lemma 2.5(i) whether we use s or Y = s + 1 to play the role of s. 
We may also assume that when s plays the role of s, g is the multiplicity of c 
in B(a, b). If a = a,pr + ... + aopo, b = b,+ipr+l + ... + bopo and 
c = CT+@-+1 + .‘. + cop0 are allowed expansions in Lemma 2.5 where Y 
plays the role of s, then a = (qp + as)ps + as-lps-l + ... + aopo, 
b = (b,+,p + bsfl)ps+l + ... + bopo, and c = (c,,+,p + c,+~)P~+~ + ... + cop0 
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are allowed expansions when s plays the role of s. Exactly as in the first para- 
graph of the proof of Lemma 2.5 with Y replacing s, we may assume (2.71) and 
(2.78) where Y replaces s (otherwise g is the multiplicity of c in B(a, b)). Then 
C - b,, . rt1 As c E X n Z defined with r replacing s, by (2.75), we skip by 
(2.69.r). Then above (2.69.r) x, = ZU,~ = c,pr + ... + c, since by (2.78) 
c,+1 = b,.+l = 0 + b,,, = a,,, + b,,, . Then [xr - rem(?ci ,pr)]/pr = c, 
and 
jrem(x, ,p’) = c,-#-~ + *.. + c,, 
k1 - Ip’ - (crPIp”-l + ... + co) 
if c,. E n,. f 5, (mod 2), 
if c, E n,. + 6, + 1 (mod 2). 
(2.82) 
Now when s plays the role of s since 1 c-b / <a, if a, = 0 we come in on the defi- 
nitionofx,wherex, =zus =c,ps+ ... + c,,ifc,+,p+ c,+r=~cz~+~ + (brblp+ b,,,) 
(mod2)andx,=pS+1-(c~ps+~~~+c,)ifc,+,p+c,~+,~a,+,+(b,.+,pf b,,)+ 1 
(mod 2). As Y = s + 1 and c,,, = b,,, , this is the same as -vr-r and from here 
the calculations are the same whether s or r plays the role of s since starting at 
the asps or b,p” term these lower parts of the expansions for n or b are the 
same, except in the case a,. = 1 and a = ps+r = pt. In this case if pi j C, 
exactly the case in which k 3 r - 1, then by (2.71) with s playing its own 
role, c = b,.+lpr+l + b,.p“ or b,.+lpT+l + (b, + 1)~‘. As by (2.78) K < r and 
c E Z, K = r - 1. If c = (b,+,p + b,)p”, then c, = b,r = 1 + b, + I = 
a, + b, + 1 (mod 2) and by (2.82) x,.-r = p’ - (c,-~P~--I + ... + csj = 
pr = pt+1. Then (2.70) gives g = j ux- + nl; - pk+” j = 1 z’,-i - pr / = 
/ b - b,.L1pr+l - b,p’ - p’ I = (b,+,p + 6, + 1)~” - b which is seen to be 
correct by (2.54) where we let the q,g, and c of (2.54) hey, b, and b,.,,p + 6, t 
respectively. If c = (b,.+,p + b, + 1)~’ then b, + 1 < p, otherwise c = 
(br+, + 1)~ r+l contrary to (2.78) with Y playin, u the role of s. Then c;. = 
6, + 1 = n,. + b,. and by (2.82) x,-~ = c,-rpr-r f .‘. + c0 = 0. Then (2.70) 
gives g = j wle - zdk ) = 1 urpl - zdpl / = ) o,.-~ 1 = / b - b,.+lpr’+l - b,p’ 1 = 
b - (b,,,p + b,.)p’ which is again correct by (2.54). Now suppose p’ Y c, so 
k < r - 1. Then g = 0 by (2.54) and this is the value given by (2.69.r - 1) 
unlesspP -z~,-r > j u,-r + v,.-r -pr ( = j zl,_r -pr j and x ,,.- i > j z’,-r - ~4.~; i = 
I zlrel j. Summing these two inequalities, we have pr = p’ - xr-r + x,-r > 
/ zl,-r - pr 1 + 1 r~,.-~ 1 > (p’ - n,.-J + (zlr-r) = prI a contradiction. 
We now prove (iv). If Y >, s + 1, the result follows from (2.54) with 
q = ps+1 E a if p’ I a or by (2.65) if p’ ) b so suppose r < s and pr Y c. Then 
F? < r - 1, if pr I a, take a,-, = p, ar-a = ... = n, = 0, so ?drP1 = p’. 
If c E B(a, 6) we get past (2.69.r - 1) so p’ - ‘I:,.-~ > I p!’ + zl,-r -pp” j and 
q-1 > 1 q-1 - pr ) so p’ = (p’ - x,-J + q-1 > Z$-l + (p’ - q-1) = p’> 
a contradiction. If pr / b, a similar contradiction comes from interchanging 
the roles of a and b. 
We now can calculate tensor products of indecomposables in the case N = P. 
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LEMMA 2.6. If 1 < a < b, then V, @ V, = @CEB(R,P) C V, . For example, 
by (2.67) for p = 5, Vs, @ VI,, = V,, @I V7, @ Vs, @ Vs, @ Vss @ ... . 
Proof. We use induction on a. We adopt the convention V,, = (0). The 
result is clear if a = 0 or 1. Replacing a by a + 1, we suppose 1 < a + 1 < p, 
a+1<b,andp{b.Thenas(V~‘,VJ@Vb=Va@(V2@V~)we 
have by Lemma 2.4(i) 
(Va,, 0 I/‘,) 0 Va-1 0 Vd = (J’a 0 v-+-L) 0 (Va 0 Vo,,). (2.83) 
By our induction hypothesis all terms in (2.83) but V,,, @ JTb may be 
calculated by our lemma and by Krull-Schmidt V,,, @ Vb is determined by 
(2.83) in terms of the other terms so we need only show 
B(a + 1, b) u B(a - 1, b) = B(a, b - 1) U B(a, b + 1). (2.84) 
Suppose for each i, j we define C(i, j) = A(i, j) or B(i, j) depending on i, j 
in any way. We now show that (2.84) follows from 
C(a + 1, b) u C(a - 1, b) = C(a, b - 1) U C(a, 6 + 1). (2.85) 
Let cp < b < (c + 1)p and cp <j ,< (c + 1)~. Then for 1 < i < min( j, p), 
as between (2.41) and (2.42) and similar to (2.63) and (2.64), for a set Rij 
symmetric about cp, a set Rii symmetric about (c + 1)~ and a set JJ& strictly 
between cp and (c + l)p, we have A(i,j) = Rij U JWij U Rjj and B(i, j) = 
1 Rij 1 {cp} u Wij u / Rjj 1 ((c + 1)~). Al so, Rij lies strictly to the left of 
(c + 1)p and Rij strictly to the right of cp, otherwise A(i, j) has diameter at 
least 2p contrary to (2.44) and (2.40). Let Tij = Rjj and T,[, = Rij if C(i, j) = 
A(i,j). Let Tij = 1 R, ( (cp] and Tlj = 1 Rij 1 {(c + 1)~) if C(i, j) = B(i, j). 
Then by (2.85) 
(u T,) u (u &) u (u Tij) = (u Tij) u (u H&) u (u Tij) (2.86) 
where the unspecified unions on the left and right are the unions over those 
i, j for which C(i,j) occurs on the left or right, respectively, of (2.85) taking 
into account the number of times C(i, j) occurs. The left term or right term of 
either side of (2.86) is symmetric about cp or (c + l)p, and strictly left of 
(c + 1)p or strictly right of cp, respectively. The middle terms lie strictly 
between cp and (c + 1)~. Then the set, which we shall call Y, in (2.86) 
determines the points in Y on or to the left of cp which determines the left 
terms, which are symmetric about cp, of both sides of (2.86) so the (u Tij) 
on the left equals the (U Tij) on the right, and the corresponding 1 u Tij [ (cp] = 
(J 1 Tij j (cp} = U 1 Rij j {cp) are equal. Similarly, by the points in Y on or 
to the right of (c + l)p, the ((J Tij) are equal. Then the left and right middle 
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terms r/ri, = Y - ((J Tij) - (u Tij) are equal. Then the left and right 
(u 1 R, j {cpj) u (U IF,> U (u j R; ] {(c + 1)~)) are equal, and as these sets 
are respectively the left and right sides of (2.84), (2.84) follows from (2.85). 
We now prove (2.85) where by (2.41) we let C(i,j) = A(i,;i) = S(i,j) 





As the parity equations are equivalent for all four sets and the union of the 
intervals for c on the left is the union of the intervals for c on the right 
counting muhiplicities, this follows. 
In the case 1 < a + 1 < p, a + 1 < b andp ! b, by Lemma2.4(ii) we have 
(Va,, 0 V*) 0 ( va-1 0 Vb) = (Va 0 Vk) 0 (&‘a 0 I/,). 
Again all but the left term on the left side are determined by the induction 
hypothesis and we need only show 
B(u + 1, b) u B(u - 1, b) = B(u, b) u B(u, 6). (2.87) 
Ifd=a-l,u,oru+1,thenby(2.65)withp~~dands=O,B(d,b)= 
df6), so (2.87) follows. 
We now replace the a of Lemma 2.6 by (e + 1)~ +f where 4 = ps, 
s > 0, 0 < f < 4, 0 < e < p - 1 (the case e = 0 is done later), and 
(e + 1)q + f > 2q. This case covers a such that psA1 > a > 2~“. Assume 
also (e+I)q+f <gq+h with O<h<q, pfg and p+g+ 1. As 
(i/,,, 0 VQel> 0 V,,,, = Veeo+f 0 ( V/lp+l 0 V,,,) we have by Lemma 
2.4(iii) 
(~7(c+1h+f 0 Vm+k> G-3 (f - lwktlh 0 Fw+k) 62 (~fk+l)n-f 0 vmz+iJ 
@ (4 - f - l)tvev,, @ vcm+h) @ (~‘k&+f @ J’i,,+k) 
= u/‘en+f 0 ~b+l)a+h) 0 @ - 1x l/en+f 0 ~w*) 0 ve,+f 0 ~b+1)4-J 
0 (!I - h - 1x 1;‘e,+, 0 v,,> 0 (Jfm+f 0 J7k7-lf~+n)* (2.88) 
By our induction hypothesis, all terms in (2.88) but v(e+i)a+f @ v,@+k can be 
calculated by our lemma and by Gull-Schmidt, since in each tensor product 
in (2.88) the left subscript is no larger than the right, we need only show 
We + 1)9+f,m+4 u (f-lP((e + lk,gq+ 4UB!@+ lh-f,m + 4 
U (4 -f- l)B(eq,gq + 6) U We - ljq tf,gq + @ 
= B(eq +f, (g + l)q + 6) U (h - lP(eq +f, (g -t llqj 
UB(eq+f,(g+ I)q--zjU(q----- lj+q-ff,gq)U 
u%q+f,k- l)q+h). (‘2.89) 
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Letting dpSfl < gq + h < (d + l)ps+l, we have that for all j with B(i,j) a 
term in (2.89), dps+l <j < (d + l)ps+l sincep rg and p {g + 1. Then by 
(2.63) and (2.64), in the same way we showed (2.84) followed from (2.85) 
(replacing cp \c j < (c + 1)~ by dps+l <cj < (d + l)p”fl), (2.89) follows 
from a version of (2.89) w h ere the B(i,j)‘s with i > pB are replaced by A(i,j). 
Suppose we apply the calculation in Lemma 2.5(ii) to (i,j) with a = i and 
b = j for a term B(i,j) in (2.89). Th en in the case i > ps, we get A(i, j) by 
cs Lemma 2S(ii). In the case ps = p - l)+l > i, then s - 1 is as large as the 
correct s to use in calculating B(i,j) by Lemma 2.5(i) so by Lemma 2S(iii) 
we get B(i, j) since Lemma 2.5(ii) simply replaces s by s - 1 in (i). Therefore, 
in verifying a version of (2.89) we are allowed to use Lemma 2.5(ii). Also, the 
second and fourth terms on the left side of (2.89) may be calculated by (2.53) 
since then we get A(i, gp + h) unless i = q in which case (2.53) gives 
(q - h){(g - 1 + l)q} u h{(g + l)q} which is B(i, gq + 12) by (2.54). Further- 
more, the second and fourth terms of the right side of (2.89) may be calculated 
by (2.51) even though this calculates A rather than B. Therefore, by using 
s - 1 for s in Lemma 2.5(i) and using (2.53) and (2.51), we verify (even if 
p 1 g org + 1) a version of (2.89) where B(i,j) is replaced by C(i,j) = A(i,j) 
if i > ps, but remains C(i,j) = B(i,j) if i < ps. Then the net contribution 
of the second and fourth terms of both sides of (2.89) to the left is 
(f - 1X(!! - h){(g - (e + 1) + 1M ” wg - (e + 1) + 371 ” ... 
u W(g + (e + l>>nH ” (4 -f - ~NP - 4Hg - e + l)d 
u 4g - e + 2M U ... U h{(g + e>a>l - (h - lKf=Xg + 1 - 441 
u (4 -fKk + 1 - e + 1M U ... “f&f + 1 + 4sll - (4 - h - 1) 
x [f&c - 441 U (4 - f){(g - e + l)d U -*. U fik + Ml 
= Uf- lb7 - 4 - (4 - h - ~)fl{(g - 4d u Kf - l>h 
+(4-f- 1X4-4-@- l)f-h-h- l)(!T--01 
x {(g - e + I)41 U [(f- 1X4 - 4 + (4 -f- l>h - VI - lk -f> 
-(q-h - l)fl{(g - e + 2)du ... u [(f- l)h - (A - l)fl 
x Gg + e + l>a> 
= (h + f - Mg - 441 u (f - h)t(g + e + l)d. (2.90) 
We take fixed expansions f = fsPIps-l + ... + f,pO and k = h,-,p”-l + -.. 
hop0 for f and h allowable for Lemma 2.5. Then we get allowable expansions 
for the i,j for the B(i,j) which are the first and last terms of either side of 
(2X9), for example (e + 1)~~ + fs-Ips-l + ... + fop0 for i in the first term. 
Then as we are replacing s by s - 1, and possibly B by B in (2.89), the line 
after (2.68) becomes “if c~,-~)+r = n(3--1)+1 + b~-~)+r (mod 2)” which for 
the first term of the left side of (2.89) reads c, = (e + 1) + g, for the last 
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term of the left side reads c, = (e - 1) + g, for the first term of the right 
side reads c, = e + (g + l), and for the last term of the right side reads 
c, = e + (g - 1). These are all equivalent, so for the same c, x,-r is the same 
in each case. Starting with (2.69.s-1) through (2.69.k+lj and (2.70), the 
calculations only depend on thefi and lzi which are the same in all four cases. 
Therefore, only (2.68) distinguishes these cases. However, for these four terms 
(2.68) describes the intervals (gq + h - (e + 1)q --f,gq + h + (e + l)q + fj, 
(82 + h - (e - l)q -f, gq + h --I- (e - l)q +fj, ((g + l)q f i2 - eq -f, 
(gf l)q+h+eq+f),and((g-l)q+h--q-f,(g- l)q+h+eq+f). 
As the union of the first two intervals is the union of the second two intervals 
counting multiplicities, any c gets past the first hurdle (2.68) the same total 
number of times for the first and. last terms of the left side of (2.89) as for 
the first and last terms of the right side. As the calculations are the same 
after (2.68) for these four terms, they cancel. We are left with the middle 
terms, C(eq + (q - f), gq + hj and C(eq + f, gq + (q - A)) where C = B 
or d. Taking r so that fr # 0 and f+r ,...,fo = 0, we use the expansion 
(I-f-(P-f5--1-l)pS--1+...+(p-f,,,-I)pr+~+(p-f~jppf 
0 . pr-r + ... + 0 . p” which is allowable for Lemma 2.5. We let h,n + 0 and 
h - . . . = n-1 - h, = 0 and find an expansion for q - lz similarly. This gives 
allowable expansions for the middle ternIs’ indices for Lemma Z.S(iij except 
for B(eg + (q -f), gq + kj when e 1 1 and f = q, since the expansion 
1 *p(s-lj+l + 0 .ps-l f ..I + 0 .p” is not allowed in Lemma 2.5(i) when 
s - 1 plays the role of s. Suppose we use this expansion anyway in calculating 
C(q, gq + h) by Lemma 2.5(ii). Th’ 1s re pl aces s by s - 1 in Lemma 2.5(ij. 
As us-r = 0, the calculation never progresses beyond (2.69.s- I), otherwise 
ps - x,-r + x$-r > ps - 7~~~ + zl,_r = p”, a contradiction. Therefore, a 
nonzero multiplicity can be calculated for c only if K = s - 1 in which case 
q = ps 1 c. In this case by (2.68), c = gq or (g + l)q, If c = gq, then x,-r z 
pJ - zus-r = ps since c, = g I 1 + g + 1 = a, + b, + 1 (mod 2j. Then 
by (2.70) the multiplicity of c is 1 u,_r + CL’~-~  pJ j = / 0 + h - p” j = 
ps - h = (g + 1)q - (gq + h) which is the same as in (2.54) and is 0 if 
?2 = p” which is the case in which (2.68) already set the multiplicity equal to 0. 
If c = (g + l)q, then xsP1 = we1 = 0 since c, = g f 1 = 1 + g = 
a, + b, . Then by (2.70) the multiplicity of c is / zl,-r - use1 / = j k - 0 1 = 
h = gq + h - gq which is the same as in (2.54). Therefore, we get B(q, gq + h) 
which is what we wished for C(eq + (q - f)$ gq f 12) as in this case 
eq + (q - f j = q < ps. For our expansions off and q - f, respectively, and 
for r < nz < s - 1, the respective u,%‘s add to pm+l, but are both 0 for m < P. 
A similar statement is true for k. When U, is replaced by p+l - zf,i or vllb 
is replaced by pm+1 - ZI, , the quantities Q = / u,, + s,,~ - pin+l 1 and 
R = I %, - u,, 1 in (2.69.m), or in (2.70) if K = 312, are interchanged. Now, 
x,-~ is the same for C(eq + (q - f ), gq + 12) and C(eq f j, gq + (q - It)) as 
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a, = e and b, = g in each case. Let m = max(r, rz). Then if the xi is the same 
fori=s-l,...,j > m + 1, then modulo 2 for C(eq +f, gq + (q - II)) aj + b, = 
fi+~-~h,-l~p---fj-l+~hi=aj+biforC(eq+(q-~),gq+h) 
and the 5-r are the same. Since for s - 1 > j >, m, both Us and vj for 
C(eq + (q - f), gq + h) are complemented from pj+l to get the zcj and vj for 
C(eq + f, gq + (q - h)), the Q and R are interchanged twice and stay the same. 
Therefore, (2.69.s- l),..., (2.69.m) (or (2.70) if k > m) are equivalent for both 
middle terms in the version of (2.89). N ow suppose WI = Y and n < r. Then 
a,=f,andb,~=p-h,~-lforC(eq+f,gq+(q-~)),anda,=p-f, 
and b, = h, for C(eq + (q -f),gq + h). As fr +pr+l - h, - 1 q& 
P T+l -Jf + h, (mod 2), x,-r are complements of each other from p’ for the 
two cases, and one case interchanges x,-~ andpr - x+1 from the other case. 
However, in the two cases u,r = 0 and the v.~-~)s are complements of each 
other from pr so (2.69.r- 1) (or (2.70) if K = Y - 1) stays the same. A similar 
thing happens if Y < n. Now suppose Y = n. Then a7 = fr and b, = 
pr+l - h, for C(eq + f, gq + (q - h)), and a, = pr+l - fT and b, = h, for 
C(eq + (q - f ), gq + h). As fT + pr+l - h, E pr+l - fr + h, (mod 2), the 
x,-r are the same. As both 11r-r are 0 and both v,-~ are 0, (2.69.r- 1) (or (2.70) 
if K = Y - 1) are the same. Regardless of how n and r compare, u,-~ or v,-, 
is 0 and we do not go beyond (2.69.m-1) as if we did, for example with 
u,~~-, = 0, then pr - x,-r > 1 0 + v,-~ - pT / and X, > / v,-r - 0 I so 
pr - X,-l + x, > p’ - v,-1 + q-1 = p’, a contradiction. Therefore, the 
only difference in the calculation for the middle terms is (2.68). For c to satisfy 
(2.68) for one middle term but not the other, we would have 
or 
Ic-b?-41 \(I~+f-sl (2.91) 
lc-kq+eq+dl d If-121. (2.92) 
As the calculations after (2.68) are the same for either middle terms, we may 
use the one for C(eq + f, gq + (q i h)). Suppose c = gq - eq. Then 
c,=g-eee+g=aa,+b,(mod2) and x,-~=w,-~=O. As p”= 
q I c, k = s - 1 and by (2.70) (if (2.68) is satisfied) the multiplicity of c is 
/ vk - uk 1 = / vsel - usdl 1 = j(q - h) -f / = 1 h +f - q (. Now, if 
h + f - q = 0, then the left hand endpoints from (2.68) are the same for 
both middle terms and the (12 + f - q)((g - e)q) in (2.90) vanishes. If 
k + f - q > 0, then the left hand endpoint from (2.68) is to the right of 
gq - eq for the left middle term C(eq + (q - f ), gq + h), and to the left of 
gq - eq for the right middle term C(eq + f, gq + (q - h)). This means 
gq - eq is not in the left middle term but has multiplicity h + f - q in the 
right middle term and this cancels the (h + f - q){(g - e)q) of (2.90). If 
h + f - q < 0, then the roles of left middle term and right middle term 
above are interchanged and the (h + f - q){(g - e)q} of (2.90) subtracts off 
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the occurrence (--Iz -f + q){(g - e)q] in the left middle term. In which- 
ever middle term the / h + f - Q / {gq - eq) occurs, its contribution to 
Bloom of that middle term is (c 11 c - (gq - es)! < I12 + f - q 1 and 
c = gq - eg + k + f - q (mod 2)) by (2.40), so no other points of that 
middle term occur in the interval of (2.91) by (2.44). Now suppose c = 
(g+e+ljq.Thenc,=g+e+1=6,+a,+1andx,~,==ps-~w,~,=~s. 
Then if (2.68) is satisfied, by (2.70), the multiplicity of c is j zck + 4 - pPL‘i-l j = 
/ Zdl,-l f .n’,-, -pp”I=If+(q-Ah)---1=/f-/2\.Asbefore,regardlessof 
howf- h compares with 0, this negates the (f - h)((g - e + l)q) of (2.90) 
and is the only point in (2.92) occurring in either middle term. This completes 
the proof (even if p j g or (g + 1)) of the version of (2.89) where the B(i,jj 
with i > pS are replaced by A(i,j), and in our case, if p Y g and p Y (g + lj, 
(2.89) follows from this version. 
Now supposep 1 (g + 1) and cps+l < gq + h < (c + l)ps+’ = (g + l)pS, 
Then (2.63) and (2.64) no longer apply to the term C(eq +f, (g f 1)q + h) 
in (2.89), but still apply to all other terms B(i,j) in (2.89) with respect to 
CPSfl <i < fc + l)P S+l. However, by (2.47) where U is the reflection about 
(g + 1)q = (c + l)ps+l, the union 
1’ = C(e4 + f, (g + l)q + 4 U C(ep + f, (g + l)q - 4, 
of the first and third terms of the right side in our version (where B(i,j) with 
i > pS are replaced by A(i,j)) of (2.89), where C = A since eq +f > pd, is 
a symmetric set about (g + ljq. Also, by (2.44) and (2.40); Y lies strictly to 
the right of (g + 1)q - h - (eq + f) 3 (g + I)q - ((e + Ijq +f) > 
(g f- I)q - p.r+l = cpsfl. Even now (2.89) is valid if B is replaced by A in 
those terms B(i,j) with i > pS. Then (2.86) with its symmetry and boundaries 
is still valid if it is applied to (2.89) with the first and third terms of the right 
side of (2.89) thrown out and together replaced by 4 u 4 u Y, where sf, is 
the null set. Then again the terms of the left side of (2.86) equal the respective 
terms of the right side and we have 
where unspecified unions on the left are unions over those i, j for which 
C(i,j) occurs on the left side of (2.89) an d unions on the right side of (2.933 
are over the second, fourth, and fifth terms of the right side of (2.89) and the 
term Tij = c$, Wi, = 4, Tij = IT) 
= I C(eq i-f, (g + 1) 4 + h) U C(eq +f, (g + 1) 4 - h)lC(c f 1) Psflj 
= 3.q f fj{(c + 1) P”“> 
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by (2.45). In any event, whether C = A or B, in all but this last term of (2.93), 
the 1 Tij 1 {cpS+l) and 1 T,ij 1 {(r + l)p”+l) are the 1 R 1 (cpS+“> and 
I R’ I ((c + l)p”+l), respectively, of (2.64) for all the terms in (2.89) except 
the first and third terms of the right side. Then (2.89), modified by replacing 
the right first and third terms together by 2(eq +f){(c + l)p”+‘}, follows 
from (2.93). By (2.65) B(eq + f, (g + 1)q) = (eq + f)((c + l)p”+l), so (2.89) 
modified by replacing the right first and third terms each by B(eq +f, (g + 1)q) 
is valid. As 
by Lemma 2.4(iv), and still with the first and third terms of the right side 
of (2.89) replaced by B(eq + f, (g + l)q), the index (e + l)p + f of the left 
term of that left side is larger than the index i in B(i,j) for all other terms, 
this proves Lemma 2.6 when c = (e + l)p + f, b = gp + r’z, and p ) g + 1. 
The case p 1 g is similar with the third and last terms of the right side, which 
are symmetric about gq, replaced by 2(eq + f )(gq} = 2B(eq + f, gp) and 
using Lemma 2.4(v). 
We are left with proving Lemma 2.6 for 2~” > a > ps = q, so we let 
a=q+f,b=gqfJz,a <b,O<f,(q,andO<h<q.Againwefirst 
assume p Yg, andp 7 (g + 1). As (li; 0 Ig+r) @ I’OTgq+h = I> 0 ( VQ+i 0 I/,,+n) 
we have by Lemma 2.4(vi) and (iii) 
By our induction hypothesis and the fact that q + f is larger than all the other 
subscripts of the left hand factors we need just show 
B(q+f,gg+h)u(f--)B(q,gg+k) 
= W, (g + 1)~ + Jd u (h - 1) B(f, (g + l)q) u B(f,gp + 4 - 4 
u (4 - ~2 - 1) B(f,gp) u B(f, (g - l)a + /I). (2.94) 
By (2.50) 
4q -I-f, m + 4 = B(f> (g - l)q + 4 ” (4 - A -f){(g - 1 + 1)~) 
uB(f,k- 1 +W--h)u@-ff){k- 1 +%I 
u B(f, (g - 1 + 2)~ + 4. (2.95) 
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Suppose cp s+1 < gq + 12 < (c + l)ps+r. Then as p{g and pr(g + I), 
s+l < (g - I)q and (g + 2)q < (c + ljpSfl. As the j in the B(i,j) in 
$95) lie in I = [(g - 1)q , ( g + 2)q] C [q+, (c + ljp”+l], by (2.49) all 
points in (2.95) lie in I, and by (2.63) and (2.64), B(q + f,gq + h) = 
/l(q + f, gq + h) which has th e same B terms (in reverse order) as the first, 
third, and fifth B terms of (2.94). Then we need only show 
(4 - h - f)kd ” (lz - fXk + l)a> ” (f - 11 WL trz t- 4 
= @ - 1) B(f, (g + l)d ” (4 - h - 1) B(ftA??)- (2.96) 
Using (2.54) to calculate the last term of the left hand side of (2.96), and using 
(2.65) with s - 1 playing the role of s to calculate the terms of the right hand 
side, (2.96) is equivalent to 
= vi - l)ff)i(g + l)d ” (4 - h - l>fM 
which is true. 
In the case p j g + 1, the first and third terms of the right hand side of (2.94) 
are each replaced by B(f, (g + 1)q) by Lemma 2.4(iv). Also, letting cpSfl < 
2;; Jz < (g + l)q = (c + l)P s+l we have the set in (2.95) lying to the right 
s+l and the first two terms of the right side of (2.95) lying strictly to the 
left of (g + 1)~ = (c + l)ps+l. By (2.47) app lied to I/’ being the reflection 
about (g + l)q, the union of the last three terms of (2.95) is a symmetric set 
about (g + 1)q which includes all the points of (2.95) on or to the right of 
(g + 1 jq. Therefore, in (2.63), R’ for A(q + f, gq + Iz) is the union of the last 
three terms of (2.95) and R = 1 R 1 (cp”+r>. Then B(q + f, gg + 17) is gotten 
from (2.95) by replacing B(f, (g - 1 + 2)q - h) w B(f, (g - 1 + 2)q + II) 
by I Wfi (g - 1 f 2)~ - k) " B(f, (g - 1 + 34 + h) I i(g f l)d = 
(2f)(j,g + 1)q) = 2B(f, (g + 1)q) by (2.46) and (2.65). Therefore, the third 
and last terms of the right side of (2.95) which canceled the first and third 
terms of the right side of (2.94) when (2.95) was plugged in for the first term 
of the left of (2.94) when p rg and p 7 (g + l), have in both cases been 
replaced by B(f, (g + 1)q) u B(f, (g + 1)q) when p I (g + l), so the 
replacements still cancel. This covers the case p 1 (g + 1) as 4 + f is still 
larger than any other i in B(i,j) in (2.94) modified for p I (g $ 1). The case 
p 1 g is similar with B(q +f, gq + Iz) obtained from (2.95) by replacing the 
first and third terms of the right side each by f (gq) = B(f, gq), and replacing 
the third and fifth terms of the right side of (2.94j by R(f,gq) by Lemma 
2.4(v). Alternatively, these cases p j (g + 1) or p / g could have been handled 
as in the case a > 2q. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
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We now return to the general case iV = PH. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 0 < a < b and c, > cz > ... > c, , each c2 with multiplicity 
m, > 0, de all the points of B(a, 6). Let si = C:=, mk . Then for Y = l,..., n, 
the function d of Lemma 2.3 is a bijection from (O,..., s, - I> to {a + b - 2,..., 
a+b-1-ss,}azd 
d(k) = c,r + k - 1 for k = s,.-, ,..., s, - 1. (2.97) 
Proof. First, I.Tu(oLi) jP = V, since [V~(~i)/VJ~i)(x - I)] ICI1 = ai jCl) by 
Lemma 1.2(i), O? jCl> is irreducible, and Vu(&) IP is indecomposable by 
Lemma 1.2(ii). Therefore, comparing Lemma 2.3(iii) restricted to P with 
Lemma 2.6, we get 
By (2.39), (2&l), and (2.38), 
i mici = c I! 
!zBloorn(U~~~~~,(~~)) 
= (b + a - 1) + (6 + a - 3) + ..* + (b + a - 1 
=((a+b-2)-O+l)+(a+b-3-l+l) 
+ a.- + ((a + b - s, - 1) - (sr - 1) + 1). 
Then by Lemma 2.3(ii) and Krull-Schmidt 
where in (2.99) d(k) runs over {(u + b - Z),..., (a -/- b - s, - l)> in some 
order, since if the summands of the left side of (2.98) corresponding to 
x:=1 nziVC;.i did not have k running over (O,..., s, - l} and d(k) running over 
{(a + b - 2) ,..., (a -+ b - s, - l)j, C,I=, mici could not have been so big. 
Subtracting off (2.99) with r replaced by r - 1 from (2.99) we get 
- 
(2.98) 
2s, + 2) 
(2.99) 
S,-1 
mrvc, = 0 c vm-a+1 
B=S,-l 
which proves (2.97). 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.7 is 
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LEMMA 2.8. 
Proof. The first equality follows from Lemma 2.3(iii) and (2.97). The last 
equality follows as b + a - 2~~~ = ci + WZ* and b + a - 2s, = ci - pri 
by (2.44) and (2.40). 
As an example, by (2.67), Vs,(l) @ V&l) = r’,,,(lj @ ri,,,(~~) @ .*. 
@ Vl;25(~‘6) @ V100(~17) @ ... @ VloO(aa4) @ V90(~e6) @ .. . . We now give the 
general formula for tensoring indecomposables. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let p and y be irreducible representations of H with By = 
Cf=l dj$j . Then 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 2.8 and 2.1 by which 
3. LINEAR GROUPS 
We prove Theorem 1 and the following theorem simultaneously. 
THEOREM 2. Let L be a finite nonsoluable simple group with a cyclic t.i. 
Syloz~ p-subgroup P of order pt. Ssswne L % PSL(2, p). TJren L is not involved 
(is not a homomorphic image of a subgroup) in any linear grozcp of degree less 
than (213)~~ - 1 owr a$eld of characteGstic 0 OPP. 
Prooj. In. both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, p f 2, otherwise G of 
Theorem 1 or L of Theorem 2 has a normal p-complement by [5, Theorem 
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5.651. We now reduce a counterexample to Theorem 2 of minimal degree n 
to make it satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1 while keeping the degree the 
same. First, we may assume that the characteristic is p, for if the characteristic 
is 0, write the representation so that it is locally integral with respect to the 
prime ideal containing p and then take the coefficients in the factor field. 
By [2, 3A], the kernel of the modular representation is a p-group, so the 
Jordan-Holder constituent L is not lost. Also, in proving Theorem 2, we may 
assume the field is algebraically closed. Next we may assume that our linear 
group is 116 with normal subgroup F and M/F c1 L. Suppose that F g Z(M). 
Then for some prime q, a Sylow q-subgroup Q of F is not contained in Z(M). 
By a Sylow theorem N(Q)F = n/r, so N(Q) has L as a Jordan-Holder con- 
stituent. Replacing Ad by N(Q), we assume Q Q M, and we use X to denote 
our representation of Al. Unless X 1 o has identical irreducible constituents, 
(since M fixes the socle for X ] o which must be the entire space for X by 
minimality of the degree n) M permutes the K > I homogeneous spaces for 
X/Q. Let T be the subgroup of M fixing the homogeneous spaces. Then 
I’ a M and as T is a subdirect product of linear groups of degree less than n, 
L is not involved in T, by minimality of the degree of our counterexample. 
Then L is involved in M/T which is isomorphic to a subgroup of S, _C S, 
contrary to n < (2/3)pt - 1 and P CL with P cyclic of order $9. Then we 
have X j o I= r W with W irreducible. By [6, Satz 31, M/Z(M) is a tensor 
product of projective groups of degree Y and n/r. As Q $ Z(M), r f n, so 
r = 1 by minimality of the degree of our counterexample, and X /o is 
irreducible and q f p. By Schur’s lemma the kernel of the action of M on Q 
is Z(M), a p/-group. Therefore, if we let x be a p-element whose image in 
M/F EL generates P, x acts faithfully on Q and gives an automorphism 1/, 
of Q of order at least pt which stabilizes the Brauer character. As q # p, 
X /o lifts to a n-dimensional faithful complex representation Y whose 
character is the Brauer character stabilized by #. Replacing 4 by a power 
we assume # has order pt. Let PQ be the semidirect product relative to the 
automorphism # of P = (xj on Q and let U be the induced representation 
YpQ. Then U 1 o = ptY since /J stabilizes Y. By [6, Satz 31 we may take 
U(u) = Y(u) @ IPt for zd EQ and U(x) = R @ S for matrices R and S of 
dimensions n andpl, respectively. Then Y(z&) @ Ipt = U(d) = U(X-~~.V) = 
U(x-lU(u) U(s) = (R-l @ S-r)(Y(u) @ IDt)(R @ S) = R-lY(u)R @ I,$ and 
Y(z&) = R-lY(u)R. As U(x”“) == Rpt @ SnL = Ins*, Rpt is scalar, and by 
replacing R by a scalar multiple, we take Rpt = I, . This situation with Y(Q) 
irreducible and normalized by R of order pt relatively prime to ] Y(Q)1 is the 
situation of [7, Lemma 81 except pt has replaced p. As p f 2, the argument 
there shows that for some complex number /3 with BP” = 1, the primitive 
(pt)th roots of unity appear equally often as eigenvalues of /3R. As R of 
order pt acts faithfully on Y(Q), this multiplicity is at least I and as R is an 
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n by rz matrix, n > ~“(1 - l/p) > pt(l - l/3) = (2/3)pt, a contradiction. 
Therefore, we have F C Z(M). If A = (x) intersects a conjugate B non- 
trivially, then the images of ;;2 and B in L N M/F intersect nontrivially and 
B c aZ(M) = A x Z(M) as P is a t.i. set. As (1 A j, Z(M)) = 1, B = A 
so (x) and lU give a counterexample to Theorem 1. 
Assume G, P, E, and R satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Let N = hr(P>. 
Let M be the underlying module for R. Then as P is a t. i. set by the Green 
correspondence [4, Chapter III, Section 5] and Lemma 1.2(iv) M jN = 
k;;(p) + xi=, vPt(Xi) as a direct sum of projective indecomposables must be 
the second summand. As ?z < pt, M jN = V&3). We next show k > ~~12. 
Suppose k < pt/2. If k < pt-l, then by Lemma 1.2(i) M(?c”*-l - 1) = 
M(x - ,)p’-l c M(x - 1)” = 0, contrary to R being faithful. Therefore, 
pt-l < k < ~“12. 
By Lemma 2.9, (2.68), and Lemma 1.2(iv) 
(3.hj 
(3.2j 
is a direct sum of nonprojective indecomposables. Then by the Green corre- 
spondence, the indecomposable direct summands of (3.2) are the restrictions 
of the indecomposable direct summands of R @ R. We now use Lemma 2.5(ij 
to show that the multiplicity of c = pt-l in B(k, k) is nonzero, in which case 
for some y and some direct summand S of R &I R, S IN = VD&). By (3.1) 
j pi-l - k 1 = k - pt-l < k, so we get past (2.68). By (3.1), s = t - 1. 
Then csfl = q = 0 = 0 + 0 = a,,, + b,,, , so X, = zuu, = pt.-l. Then 
p~+l-Xs=pt-pt-1>pt-k-k=I~,+zl,-pps~1Iand~”,=pt-x>O= 
1 k - k / = I We - u, / so we get past (2.69.~). Then [r, - rem(x, , ps)]/p” = 
l=a,f a, + 1 = a, + b, + 1 (mod 2) so xsPl = ps - rem(x, , p”) = 
ps = pt-l. Aspt-l I/ c and the k of Lemma 2.5 is t - 2 = s - 1, we move to 
(2.70). Then the multiplicity is / utPs + z+-~ - pt-l 1 = 1 2ut-, - pt-l j f 0 
as pi-l is not even. As before, S liv = F&/3) has a@l in the kernel, so the 
image of G under S does not have the Jordan-Holder constituent E and must 
be a p’-group. Then x is in the kernel of S and V&/3) so by Lemma 1.2(i), 
pf-l = 1 and t = 1. In this case Theorem 1 reads just like (except our 
boundaries are weaker and there is the statement on scalars which we prove 
later) [3, Theorem l] by which it follows. Therefore, we have 
k > ~72. (3.3) 
By Lemma 1.2(i), (pt/2)(deg /3) < (k) deg p = deg(V#)) = n < pt so 
k = rz and p is linear. Then by Lemma 1.2(ii) M IP = V,(p) lP is indecom- 
posable. Also, since C(P) is in the kernel of 31, the Jordan-Holder constituents 
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cd I&q, i = o,..., K - 1 by Lemma 1.2(i) of R jctp) = V&3) Iccp) are 
identical. Then for ( y) C C(P), the p-part of < y) lies in P and the $-part 
is scalar for R by complete reducibility. This proves C,(P) = PZ(G) = 
P x Z(G) and R represents Z(G) by scalars. 
Let L C G and F 4 L with L/F N E. Replacing P by a conjugate, we 
assume P C L. If conjugates of a Sylow p-subgroup of E intersect nontrivially, 
then we have PF n PgF = QF for g EL and Q a nonidentity p-group. By a 
Sylow theorem some conjugate of P in PF, which we may take as Pzz for some 
k EF, contains Q. Similarly, for some h EF, Pgh Z Q. As P is a t. i. set, 
P” = Pgh. Then PF = PgF, so E has a t. i. Sylow p-subgroup. Then any 
counterexample for Theorem 1 is also a counterexample for Theorem 2, and 
we take a counterexample for Theorem 2 of minimal degree n and as before 
reduce it to a counterexample for Theorem 1. This way we may assume n is the 
smallest degree for a counterexample to Theorem 2, and that our counter- 
example to Theorem 1 is also a counterexample to Theorem 2. By Lemma 2.9 
By Lemma 1.2(iv) and (2.48) we may let 
a = the number of projective indecomposable summands in (3.4) 
= the number of summands with ci = pt 
= 2k -pt. 
We let 
b L= the number of summands in (3.4) with ci = 1. 
By (2.44) and (2.40) b = 0 or 1. We let 
d = the number of summands Uj = VG,(y) in (3.4) with 1 < ci < k. 
Each such summand Uj is nonprojective by the Green correspondence, so 
there is an indecomposable direct summand II\ of R @ R such that ( Wj) IN = 
lJj + Yj where Yj is a direct sum of projective indecomposables. As 1 < cz 
for Uj, Uj and 7Vj do not have P in the kernel, and E is a Jordan-Holder 
constituent of the image of G under lVj. By minimality of k = 1z as the 
degree of a counterexample to Theorem 2, deg IIrj 3 k, As deg lJj = ci < k, 
Yj must be a nonempty sum and contains at least one of the projectives in (3.4). 
This shows 
2k-pt =a>d. (3.5) 
By (2.44) for exactly one of k - 1 and k - 2, does c exist in B(k, k) with 
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multiplicity nz > 0 with that k - 1 or k - 2 lying in Bloom(nz(c]). If c < k, 
let T = (i counting multiplicity 1 i E B(k, K) and j < c>. Then by (2.44) 
and (2.40), 
and k 3 (2pt - 2 - 1)/3 = (2/3)pt - 1, contrary to our choice of R as a 
counterexample. Therefore, c > k. Also, c f pt, otherwise k - 1 > c - m = 
p* - (2k -p”) and k > (2/3)p* + l/3. By (2.44) and (2.40), 
d + b = (c - n2)/2. (3.6) 
Also, the (2k - p”){pt> and m(c} in B(k, k) imply by (2.44) and (2.40) that 
2pt - 2k = pt - (2k - p”) > c + m. 
Adding twice (3.5), (3.7), and twice (3.6), we have 
(3.7j 
2(2k - p”) + (2pt - 2k) + 2(d + b) > 2(d) + (c + m) + (c - m) 
and 
2k + 2d + 2b > 2d -+ 2c. (3.8) 
As c > k, this shows either c = k, or c = k + 1 and b = 1. In either event, 
letpr I/ c. Then letting K equal the “k” in Lemma 2.5(i), we have K < r - 1 
and by (2.70) 
m < p=+x < p’. (3.9) 
Suppose c = k f 1 and b = 1. As k - 1 or k - 2 E Bloom(nz{c>), by (2.4Oj 
k - 1 > c - rtz = k + 1 - vz and HZ > 2. Also, we have equality in (3.8) 
forcing equality in (3.7) as the total (3.8) involved (3.7). Then 
m = 2pt - 2k - c = 2pt - 2(c - 1) - c = 2pt - 3c + 2 = 2 (mod p’). 
This contradicts wz > 2 and (3.9). 
Therefore, we have c = k. As k - 1 or k - 2 lies in Bloom (m(c}), FFZ > 1 
and by (3.9), r > 0 andp / c = k. Then asp Y 1, by Lemma 2.5(ivj, 1 $ B(k, 12) 
and b = 0. Then again we have equality in (3.8) which forces equality in 
(3.5) and (3.7), so 
m=2pt-2k-c=2p”---3crO(modpr) (3. IO) 
and by (3.9), wz = p’. By (3.10), c = (2pt - m)/3 = (2pt - py3. As 
2pt - p’ _= 2 - 1 s 1 (mod (p - I)), (c, p - 1) = 1. Letting c = cp and 
j = si-r in (3.4), as DZ > 1, we have direct summands VJzjp”j and r/,(&r,Pj~ 
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As equality holds in (3.5), these summands are restrictions to N of indecom- 
posable direct summands of R @ R which we may assume are unimodular 
by replacing G by G’. By Lemma 1.2(i) the ratio of the determinants of the 
matrices, by which Jz in N is represented for these two summands, is 
1 = l/l = olO(h) &+r(h) #P(h) **a &(IJ) &+1(k) /P(h)/ 
a”(h) a’(h) /P(h) *-- d-l(h) d(h) /32(h) 
= Lx”(h). 
As cP-l(h) = 1 and (c, p - 1) = 1, a(h) = 1 and N _C C((X~~-‘)). 
The kernel of the natural surjection Aut(x) -+ Aut(a+) has kernel of 
order (p” - pt-l)/(p - 1) = p”-l. As N/C(P) considered as a subgroup of 
Aut(x) is a p/-group lying in the kernel, a p-group, N = C(P). Then the 
transfer from G to P shows that G has a normal p’-complement, 
diction. 
a contra- 
4. SYMMETRIC AND SKEW-SY~~IMETRIC TENSORS 
COROLLARY 1. Let p > 2. Let E; be the symmetric tensors and W be the 
skew-symmetric tensors of V&3) @ V&3). L e t n, ci , and mi be as in Lemma 2.7. 
Let & d,& and & ej& be respectively the symmetric and skew-symmetric 
tensors of ,6/J. Then 
and 
Also if c E B(a, a), then c is odd. 
Proof. For modules R and S the symmetric tensors U of [R @ S] @ 
[R @ S] are those elements which are not changed by replacing each summand 
(a @ b) @ (c @ d) by (c @ d) @ (a @ b). Under the isomorphism $ of 
interchanging second and third coordinates between T = (R @ R) @ (S @ S) 
and (R @ S) @ (R @ S), this corresponds to interchanging the first two 
factors and interchanging the last two factors of summands of an element in T. 
This shows that 4(~ @ v) E U if zl and v are in A and B respectively, the 
symmetric tensors of R @ R and S @ S, respectively, since then the two 
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interchanges fix u and v. If u and v are skew-symmetric tensors, then the 
interchanges take u @ v to -u @ -v = u @ v and again #(u @ v) E U. 
Therefore, if C and D are the skew-symmetric tensors of R @I R and S @ S, 
respectively, then 
#I @ B + C @ D> C U. (4.1) 
Similarly, if V is the space of skew-symmetric tensors of (R @I S) @ (R @ S) 
,#(A 0 D + C @ B) C t’. (4.2) 
As 
we have equality in (4.1) and (4.2). As V&?) @ r’,(p) = (I/=1(1) @ T/;(p)) @ 
CVa(l> 0 T/;(P)) bY L emma 2.1, applying equality in (4.1) and (4.2) and 
using Lemma 2.1 on the terms -4 @ B, C @ D, A @ D, and C @ B, the 
formulas in our lemma will follow once we show for p = 1 
(4.3) 
and 
we& c V&“). (4.4) 
i=l s <k<S .-1 “-‘&&z 
Let + be the automorphism of N generated by fixing all elements of H and 
taking x to xe where the image of e in Z,t generates the PI-part of the multi- 
plicative group of Z,, . If Z,-i N ( y), let N* be the semidirect product of 
( y) with N where y acts on N by 4. Then the 01 for N* has order p - 1 
which is even. It suffices to prove (4.3) and (4.4) for N* as then they follow 
for N by restriction. Therefore, we may assume u has even order in which 
case, if 01r = 01~ then Y = s (mod 2). Therefore, it is well defined to callld 
even if I’ is even and odd if r is odd. By Lemma 1.2(i) and complete reducibility 
for H, we may let VJI) IH be the direct sum of one dimensional H-invariant 
spaces <wi), i = l,..., n, giving the character oli-l. Let iG7,, for U = Y or W 
and g = even or odd be the number of g characters in a decomposition of 
UlH into a direct sum of irreducibles. We examine 
f = [~Y,eml - ~Y.odcll - [cv,evea - ~w,midl* (4.5) 
For i # j the symmetric tensor wi @ wj + wj @ wi contributes the same to 
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the first bracket in (4.5) as wi @ wj - wi 0 wi contributes to the second 
bracket, since they both give the same character o+-~. However, the wi @ wi , 
1 = l,..., a each give the even character CG-~ and contribute 1 to the first 
bracket in (4.5). Therefore, f = a. 
Now, by Krull-Schmidt collect summands S = V,,(G) of Lemma 2.8 
into Y and IV, letting 6, = 1 if the summand falls into Y and 6, = -1 if 
the summand falls into IV. By Lemma 1.2(i) and complete reducibility 
VCi(&) jH = 01~ + c@+l + ... + o~~+~;-r. Let Ed be the number of even 
characters in a decomposition of S IH into a direct sum of irreducibles minus 
the number of odd characters. Then Ed = 0 if c, is even, 1 if ci is odd and k 
is even, and - 1 if ci is odd and k is odd. Also, S contributes Z&.E~ to f and a = 
f = Cs%%- As Lemma 2.8 has a summands by (2.46), this forces SScS = 1 
for each summand. Then ci is odd. Also, S falls into Y if k is even and S 
falls into IF’ if k is odd. 
5. THE P-RANK OF A MATRIX WITH BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
LEMMA 5.1. Let a and b be fixed with 0 < a < b a?ld let c > 0. Find s, 
Jind expansions with ai < p and b, < p for i < s to the base p JOY a, b, and c, 
andjnd x, , x,-~ ,..., xel depending on c as in Lemma 2.5. Let R = {c 1 equality 
holds in the inequality in (2.68)). Let Si = (c / equality holds in either inequaIity 
in (2.69.i)}, i = s ,..., -1. Then any point in R, S, ,..., or S-, is congruent to 
a + b (mod 2). ,41so, R C S, C S,-, C ..* _C S-, . 
Proof. We have R = (b - a, b + a}. Suppose c = b - a = bs+lps+l + 
v, - u, . Then if u, > n, , c,+r = bsfl - 1 = 0 + b,+I -1 1 (mod 2), 
X, = ps+r - zu, = p”+r - (ps+r + ‘u, - us) = U, - ZI, so there is equality 
in the second inequality of (2.69.~). If u, < v~, c,+~ = b,+l , and N, = w, = 
V~ - u, . Suppose c = b + a = bS+#+l + v, + u, . Then if v, + u, > ps+l, 
C s+l = bs+l + 1, x, = ps+l - w, , and ps+r - x, = w, = v, + u, - ps+l. If 
v, + u, <psfl, then c,+~ = b,, , x, = w, , andpS+l - x, =ps+l - (vs + u,). 
This shows R _C S, . 
Let c E Si . Then 
P i+1 - xi z [ ui + vi - pi+1 1 (5.1) 
or 
xi = 1 vi - 21i I. (5.2) 
Now, xi = xpi + Y where Y = rem(ai, p”) and x = (xi - r)/p+, ui = a,pi + uimI, 
and vi = b,pi + vi-r . Suppose that we have (5.1) and ui + vi < pi+l. Then 
x, = ui + vi , and either x = ai + bi and Y = ui-r + vi-1 or x = a, + bi + 1 
and r = ZC,-~ + vie1 - pi. In the first case, xiB1 = Y = ui-r + vi-r and we 
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have equality in the first inequality of (2.69.i-1). In the second case, xi-r = 
pi - 1’ = 2pi - uiml - z’+r and we have the same equality. Suppose that 
we have (5.1) and ui + zli > pi+l. Then xi = 2pi+l - zli - o(. Then either 
x = 2p - ai - bi , Y = ---u+~ - 7~~~~ = 0, and xi-r = Y = 0 = / vi-1 - ui-r /, 
or 
x=2p-ua,-bbi-1, r=pz-uui~l-vvi~l, x~-~=~~-s=u~-~+v~-~, 
and 
or 
pi - Xgl = j pi - Uf-l - Vi-1 i 
x = 2p - ai - bi - 2, 1’ = 2pi - U&l - q-1 ) xi-1 = Y, 
and 
pi - xiwl = 1 ui-l + vie1 - pi II 
In any event there is equality in some inequality in (2.69.i-1). Suppose we 
have (5.2). By symmetry after (2.68) between a and b we may assume zli 2 ui 
and xi = vi - ui . Then 
x = bi - ai and xi-1 = F = vi-1 - 2+ = 1 vimI - U~-~ j 
or 
x=b,-aa,---, Y = pi + vi-1 - u&.1 ) 
and 
In either case we have equality in the second inequality of (2.69.i-1). This 
shows Si C S,-r for i < s. 
In the event of equality in either inequality in (2.69.i-l), we have 
4-1 G ZQ-1 + vi-1 (mod 2). (5.3) 
Defining x and Y as before, we have (5.3) implies 
xi = xpi + Y E (ai + b,)pi + xi-l 
E (ai + b,)pi + ZL+~ + ZJ,~-~ E Ui + vi (mod 2) 
since either xi-r = P and x FE ai + bi (mod 2) or xi, = pi - r and 
x = a, + bi + 1 (mod 2). This shows that the validity of (5.3) implies the 
validity for i - 1 repIaced by (i - I) + 1 = i, then by i + 1, etc. Proceeding 
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in this way, we tinally have x, = u, + v, (mod 2). Then regardJess of which 
case defines x, , 
c = Cs+lPSfl + w, = (a,,, + bs+l)PSfl + x, 
= (a,, + &+JP~+~ + us+l + v,+~ = a + b (mod 2). 
Then points of Si are congruent to a + b (mod 2). This clearly is true for 
R also. 
The following generalizes (2.20). 
COROLLARY. Let n, u, and v be positive integers, and let k be an integer, 
and p be a prime. Let N be the p-rank (rank when the entries are taken in the 
field of p elements) of the matrix ((B+y-i)) with u rows and v columns. Assume 
O<k+j-iinforsonze I <i<uandsomel <j<v.DeJne 
u’ = min(u, k + v) (5.4) 
v’ = min(v, n - k + u’) (5-5) 
u” = min(u’, u’ + n - k), k’ = min(k, n) (5.6) 
vw = min(v’, v’ + K’), K” = max(lz’, 0) (5.7) 
d = u” - 1, e = n + u” - 1, a’ = v” + K”, b’ = n + u” - k” (5.8) 
a = min(a’, b’), b = max(a’, b’), and c = a + b - 1 - 2d. 
Find expansions for a, b, and c as in Lemma 5.1. Run through the inequalities 
in (2.69.~) (2.69.s-1) ,..., until some inequality is satis$ed, say the jth inequality 
in (2.69-i) with M equal to the right hand side of that inequality. If pi” 1 c, 
de$ne c’ = c. Otherwise, let ypi+l < c < (y + l)pi+l. Let z be the number 
of times xmW1 is defined by the bottom choice pm - rem(x, , p”) for m = 
s + l,..., i + 1. Then if x + j is even, let c’ = ypi+l, and af z + j is odd let 
c’ = ( y + 1) pi+r. Let F = (M + a + b + c’ - 4)/2 and E = 
(a + b + c’ - M - 2)/2. Then 
i 
af if e<E 
N = ad’ - min(d - E + cr, e - E) if E<e<F 
V” if e > F. 
The ordinary rank of OUT matrix is min(u”, v”). 
Proof. We may remove those rows and columns where all of the entries 
have k + j - i < 0 or all of the entries have k + j - i > n as all these 
entries are 0. This replaces quantities by the primed quantities in (5.4), (5.5), 
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(5.6), and (5.7). Th ere ore, f we assume that the quantities equal the corre- 
sponding primed quantities. This gives us 
0 < d < min(n’ - 1, b’ - 1) < max(a’ - 1, b’ - 1) < e < a’ + 6’ - 2. 
The rank is unchanged if we reflect the rows and columns which gives 
(( k + (a + 1-j; - (2~ + 1 - i) 1) , 




+a - k - v f 21) + ;i - i 1) 
This replaces k by n - k - zj + u and interchanges a’ and 6’. Therefore, 
interchanging n’ and b’ does not change the rank and we may assume 
n = u’ < b’ = b. By (5.8), e - d = n, d + 1 = u, a + b - 1 - e = ~1, 
and k = e - b + 1. Then our matrix is the coefficient matrix for (2.8) from 
the space D, to D, and by Lemma 2.3(iv), N = dimfIm(d, e)) = 
]{j 10 <j < d and d(j) > e}l. 
As c = a + b - I - 2d = n + b + 1 (mod 2) and c satisfies (X8), by 
(2.40) and (2.44) we have c E S(a, b) = Bloom(B(a, b)). Let C’ occur with 
multiplicity M’ in B(a, b) with 
c E Bloom(M’(C’}). (5.9 
In calculating the multiplicity M’ of C’ in B(a, b) by Lemma 2.5(i), let M 
be given by the lath equality, h = 1 or 2, in (2.70) where we change our use 
of k so that k is as in (2.70). Then k = s andpS+l j C’ or k < s andp”+i [j C’. 
As M’ is the right hand side of this equality, M’ < pk+i. Then by (5.9) 
j c - C’ 1 < M’ < p”+l. Ifpk+l 1 c, then c = C’. Otherwise, in Lemma 2.5(i) 
we see successively that for g = s,..., k + 1 x, for C’ (which we shall call 
~,,e,) is divisible exactly bypLfl and differs from the X, for c (call this x~,~) by 
less than ps+i, and the (x~ - rem(x, , pg))/pg are the same for c’ and c for 
g > k + 1. Also, 1 Y~,~ - x~,~’ [ = 1 c - C’ 1 for g = s ,..., k + 1. Suppose 
x~~+~,~’ < .~~;i,~. Then xksc, and .Y~,~ are defined by the same case in 
Lemma 2.5(i). 
In the top case: s~,~’ = 0 and .Y~,~ = ~~+i,~ - ~~+i,~, = / c - C’ / < M’. 
Then M’ = / zi6 - uIi I and c satisfies the second inequality of (2.69.k). By 
Lemma 5.1 no endpoint of an earlier inequality lies in the interval [c, C’] or 
[C’, c]. Also, C’ could not have satisfied an earlier inequality as this would 
have set N’ equal to 0. Therefore, c satisfies no earlier inequality and k equals 
the i of the Corollary and thej of the Corollary equals 2. When xgse is defined 
by the top case in Lemma 2.5(i) x~,~ - xgvc’ has the same sign as ~,+i,~ - 
xg+i,o’ , but has the opposite sign when .rs is defined by the bottom case. 
Then with B as in the Corollary, 0 < x~,~ - .~~,~a has the same sign as 
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(- l)L(c - C’), so C’ is the c’ of the Corollary. Also, M of the Corollary equals 
&I’. In the bottom case for the definition of x~,~, and x~,~ , -T~,~’ = pk+l and 
- Xk,C -P ~+l-(Xk+l,c-Xk+l,C~),p~+l-xk,c=~C-~~ -dw U,+v,-p~+l~, 
c satisfies the first inequality of (2.69.k), and by the above argument, j = 1 
and i = k. Since .?c~,~ < x~,~, , again c’ = C’. 
Now, suppose ~~+i,~’ > ~~+i,~ . Then R~,~, and x~,~ are defined by different 
cases. Suppose x~,~, is defined by the top case and x~,~ b the bottom case. y 
Then x~,~’ = 0 and x~,~ = pL+l - [pk+l - (~~+r,~, - xk+r,J] = ~~+i,~’ -
~~~+i,~ < M’ = / 2~~ - Us I which is the same situation as our first case and 
again c’ = C’ and M = M’. 
Finally, suppose x*,~’ is defined by the bottom case and x~,~ by the top case. 
Then x~,~’ = pk+l, x~,~ = p”+r - (x~~+~,~, - xk+r,J, and pk+l - x~,~ = 
xk+l,C' - "yk+l,c - - / c - C’ I < M’ = ] + + vk -p”+l j and x~,~ - x~,~’ 
and xk+l,c - xk+l.c , are both negative. As in the second case we have c’ = C’ 
and M = M’. In all cases c’ = C’ and M = M’. 
By Lemma 2.7 there are M integers i = E’,...,F’ such that d(i) = 
c’fi-landdisabijectionfrom(0 ,..., E’-l}to{d(E’)+l,..., a+b-21. 
LetE=d(E’)=E’+c’-landP=d(E’)=F’+c’-l.ThenE-cc’= 
(E’ - 1) - 0 = (a + b - 2) - (F + l),F + E = a + b + c’ - 3, F - E = 
F’--E’=M- 1, F=(M+a+b+c’-4)/2, and E= 
(a + b + c’ - M - 2)/2, the same E and F as in the corollary. Now, 
E’ = E - c’ + 1 = (u + b - c’ - M + 1 - 1)/2 < d = (u + b - c - 1)/2 
<(a+b-c’+M-1-1)/2=F-cc’+1 =F’. 
Then if e < E, the images of O,..., F’ and in particular of O,..., d are as great 
as E and so as great as e, and N = d + 1 = II. If e > F, then the image of 
(0 ,..., E’ - l} and in particular of (0 ,..., d) contains (F + l,..., a + b - 2) 
and in particular {e,..., a + b - 2) andN=a+b-2-e++==. 
Therefore, we may assume E < e < F. Then N = d + 1 - l(j / 0 <j.< d 
andd(j)<e}]=u-i{j]E’<j<dandc’+j-l<e}j=zc-]{j]E- 
c’ + 1 < j < min(d + 1, e - c’ + l))] = u - min(d - E + c’, e - E). 
To calculate the rank of our matrix in characteristic 0 we take p > a + b - 1. 
Then B(a, 6) = S(a, b), fl!J = 1, E’ = F’, E = F, and e < E or e > F. 
Then we don’t need the middle case for N in the Corollary, so N = u or v. 
Therefore, ordinary rank 3 N > min(u, v) > ordinary rank. 
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